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PBjÜfACE
The purpose of Taoitus in writing history was a moral 
one— **to rescue virtue from oblivion, and that base words 
and deeds should have the fear of posthumous infamy,"
(An, 111,65,1.) To him, the Roman society was a field of 
display for characters. For the purposes of preaching and 
dramatizing, events are selected and represented as hack* 
grounds from which he derives motives for hie characters.
Sis point of view often makes him careless about 
exact details, geography, and chronology. Because he sensed 
the emotions of people a# individual humans, he largely 
placed his historical facts around characters Influential to 
Homan history. Taoitus had had no formal psychological 
training, but any reader of Taoitus will realize that he 
had a perception and understanding of some of the more fundsk. 
mental psychological facts and principles. At times he 
seems very much prejudiced, but when the reader understands 
that hie sources were not the most reliable and that he 
himself was primarily an orator with a flair for the drama­
tic, the particular likes or dislikes he reveals must be 
taken cum grano salie— "with a grain of salt."
Tacitus was an aristocrat with a nostalgic admiration 
for conditions as they were before Augustus, In Book IV,8 
of the Histories he puts the words in the mouth of the in­
former Marcellua that he "admired the earlier period, but 
adapted himself to the present; he remembered good emperors 
in his prayers, and endured any sort." In other words,
11
Tacitus was resigned to the lot of living in an Empire, 
as long as some of his homesickness could toe expressed 
through his pen. His contempt for the hoodwinked people 
and notolllty la expresaed in aome of the prejudices be 
unintentionally allows to creep into his characterizations 
of certain individuals. His desire was to narrate the 
history of the Empire sine Ira et atudio; 1. e., "the gospel 
of things as they wetfe," His view was pessimistic, and, 
as a result, his Tltoeriua, homitian, Livia and Agrippina the 
Younger may toe dlatorted* T&citua a* a historian had the 
right to ohooae hie aide; it turned out to be the Germanicua 
Agrippina the Elder faction with whloh he sympathized, and 
it may be that it wae hia interpretation of the propenaltlea 
of the Roman people which prompted hia pro*Germanioua 
prejudices.
There is no doubt that at times Tacitus acceded to 
botii political and personal prejudices. There were many 
conditions existent under the Empire whloh he thought a 
positive deterioration. The informers with their voluntary 
activity had replaced the tribunes of the people and the 
personal interest or public spirit of individuals of the 
Reputolic--a voluntary public-spirited police system.
Naturally the reward'promised the delatoree made them only 
the more dangerous and rigorous in their undertakings to 
search out and indict criminals.
ill
The people, the ultimate source of authority in the 
Republic, had been stripped of any effective share in the 
government, leaving the emperor and the senate possessors 
of any real power. Gradually Tacitus saw the elections of 
magistrates transferred to the senate, the edicts of the 
emperor and ordinances of the senate become the absolute 
law, (An. I. 15.) Servility was left to the people. Aa 
the senate became mere servile and obeequloua, finally 
absolute power wa# vested In the nrlnoens.
I^yhaps TeLCltue' antl-Tiberius attitude was engendered 
because of the fact that it was Tiberius idio received the 
"rule for life" sAiioh Augustus had received for ten year 
periods at a time; it was Tiberius who gave the senate more 
share in government and reduced the power of the comitla 
(popular aweemblies) and the old republican magistracies 
almost to naught, to to. Tiberius completed the absolute 
monarchy.
Tacitus, too, seems to have had personal prejudices, 
but whether they were because of the individual or because 
of what.the individuals were doing as tools of an emperor is 
a moot problem, from his writings the conclusions may be 
formed that close descendants of Germanicue were friends 
of Tacitus, but as I have stated before, Germanicue was 
the idol of the Roman people and Tacitus may have been re­
flecting their sentiments, I am of the opinion that Taoitus 
allowed his attitudes toward close relatives to be affected
±T
by his feelings toward the ruling members of the family-*- 
a sort of "attraction" prejudice.
If an over-all view is taken of his works, it is 
evident that he is one of the most stimulating, dramatic, 
thoroughly human and enjoyable of historians, whatever his 
prejudices.
Instead of the full titles for each of his books, 
the following abbreviations will be used in the footnotes; 
Agricole— Tac. Agr.
Germania--Tad. Ger.
ApnalB— Tad, An. 
histories— Tao. Hisl,.
Tàdi hi al.
%l8 Study just scratches the eurfaoe of the psycho­
logical principles that lie in Taoitus. but it is an attempt 
to connect the new with the old by using merely a few of 
Taoitus* oharaoters as illustrations for psychological 
generalizations. There are many more, and probably better, 
examples, but these were of interest to me. I am Indebted 
to Dr. W. P. Clark for his patient reading and rereading of 
the copy and his many good suggestions.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROHiat AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The purpose of this study will he to evaluate various 
opinions and assumptions that Taoitus make# in an effort to 
prove that he himself was aware of certain fundamental 
psychological generalisations that have heen developing Into 
theories in the past century. Although we know that Tacitus 
gave no formal study to psychology, hie insight into people 
made him a natural interpreter of human nature and character—  
the frustration» motivation, aggressive tendenoiee. and 
forces behind their actions.
"In the delineation of character Tacitus is unrivalled 
among historians and has very few superiors among dramatists 
and novelists*" By the delineation of character we do 
not mean the practice of drawing up epigrammatic catalogues 
of good and had qualities, and of appending them to the 
names of eminent men, Ho writer, Indeed, has done this 
more skilfully than Tacitus; hut this is not his peculiar 
glory. All the persons who occupy a large space in his 
works have an individuality of character which seems to
pervade all their words and actions. We know them as if
1
we had lived with them.
1. Hadas, Moses, The Complete Works of Taoitus.
Hew York: The Modern library, 1Ô42, p. xiv,
2
la order to keejs a discusaion founded on psycliologi- 
oal prlnoiplee from degenerating into a conglomeration of 
technical nomenclature, a definite procedure must be fol» 
lowed. Different ooncepte etreeijing different aepecte of 
human behavior, personality and character must be explained 
on the basis of a modern definition, Then from the various 
generalisations must be evolved a whole whloh will explain 
the ideas set forth in the study. The generalisations In
■ Ithis study will be based upon material taken from writings 
in abnormal psychology, dynamics of human adjustment, indi» 
vidual differences, and studies of personality and character. 
The "plan of aotidk" will be to disclose how Taoitus was aware 
of motivating drives and needs, individual differences, 
frustrations, domineering mothers, drives for prestige, 
qualities of leadership, emotional sex differences, and 
had developed insight into the broad field of human nature, 
oomnonly called "mob psychology,"
Statements made by Taoitus will be examined to die* 
cover behavior which will conform to fundamental principle# in 
modem psychology. *e know ^dat many men oonsciou8ly»»and 
probably, as we shall see later, a much larger number uncon. 
sclously»-fall to act up to their declared principles.
2. Allers, Rudolph, Psyohology. of %ereonalitY, 
lew York: Sheed & ward Inc., 1934. p, 7.
3
That fair worâs can cover an ugly diapoeltion is a common 
anou^ oxperlenoc. The ugly diepooltlon will ovontually 
express itself in deeds. It is evident that Tacitus express* 
es the deeds of one of his character© and then,with a 
cx^ptlc remark,plaoes that Individual In some psychological 
category. Characters will he examined In an effort to 
analyse the motives behind their deeds.
Motive and motivation oan be used to refer to a 
very specific mental state which arouses to action. One 
Inquires Into a person's motive's for performing some deed.
In this sense motive refers as much to the planned or con* 
solous end to be gained as to the unooneclous need© to be
satisfied. Motive includes not only the driving force but
3
also its direction.
Drives, or needs, are powerful stimuli to motivation, 
Maslow states that in ^ e  hierarchy of needs the three groups 
of needs arrange themselves going from the most elemental 
and physiological to those which represent the higher devel* 
opment of the individual. He would place needs on five 
levels: the first level would comprise the basic physlolog*
leal needs of hunger, sex, and so on; the second, the needs 
of safety from external dangers; the third, the need for
3, Symonds, Perclval, The Dynamics of Adjust*
ment. Mew York: D« Appleton*Ccntury Company, TS34. p, 48
4
love, warmth and affection; the fourth, self eateem, self 
respect as well as respect and esteem of other#* Finally, 
there is the need for self realisation, of being able to 
accomplish and achieve. Gratification of needs on the 
first,or more basic levels,frees a person for the higher 
social needs. On the other hand, if these more basic needs
are not met, they claim priority, and activitlee on the
4
higher levels must be postponed temporarily. Therefore, 
the healthy man is one shoes basic needs have been met so 
that he is principally motivated by hi# needs to develop 
and realise his highest potentialities. The maladjusted 
and neurotic person, then, is one #io is dominated by hie 
more basic needs. One might say that a healthy society is 
one that provides the satiefactlon of the needs on the lover 
levels, enabling men to turn their energies tosard goals 
shioh fill satisfy the needs on the higher levels.
Probably the dominant motivating force to human be* 
havior is frustration in it# varying forms and degrees.
The first condition for the presence of a frustration is that 
a need or drive, or tendency toward action be aroused. 
Secondly, the satisfaction of this need is blocked, inter*
4* Maslow, A, H,, **A Theory of Human Motivation", 
Psychological Review. 50: 1945* pp 570*396
5
5
fered with, or eImply is not avallahle* That is, there is 
a barrier or obstruction to it# satisfaction# Although 
frustration as such oan occur only to an individual orgsm» 
ism, any given frustrating condition may occur to several 
individuals at the same time* In such a case, a *group* 
is viewed distributively rather than ao a collective thing*
If all or most of the individuals in a group are hungry, the
"group" may be said, in this distributive fashion, to be
6
hungry* Rosenzwelg ha# done much valuable work in olaealfy**
ing the type# of frustration* He divides frustrations into
two general classes, those which originate in the external
environment* and those lAioh originate in the internal en*
vlronment* Poverty is an all*inolusive privation which
%.citus reoognised a# an external frustration; oppression by
rulers* low army pay, and many threats to freedom and se*
curity always have been and always will be fruetratlng ?
experiences* Taoitus did not deal too extensively with 
internal frustrations except as far as bodily deformity or 
dleflgurement— stature, inadequate physique, poor oomplex* 
ion— msy be frustrating to an Individual leader in the
5, symonds, ^ *  oit*, p* 80.
6, bollard, J*, Frustration and Aggrosaion, 
gew Haven: Yale University Press, 193v* p, 18,
7, Rosongpvelg, 3*, "frustration as an iBcperlmental 
Problem, VI* General Outline of pruetratlon," Character 
and Peroonalit:, . 1938, pp* 151*160
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public eye. Such a one was Claudius, who was weak physically 
and by Taoitus was considered to have some mental weakness or 
handicap. The natural conclusion to be drawn from this short 
dlsoussion on frustration is that individuals and groups 
will strive in various ways to overcome frustration. If a 
group is subjected to a common frustrating situation, the 
Common drive to overcome that frustration is increased, and, 
in overc(»iiing the external obstacle, there is likely to be 
greater friendliness and cohesivenese among the members of
the grouo. Conversely, hostility toward an outsider is8
increased and group destructiveness is enhanced, Taoitus 
manifests clearly his objections to the oppression of provin* 
dale and the Inefficient, greedy administration of the 
Bmpire,
Unless the reaction to frustration is adequate, there 
will be disturbance and commotion aroused as shall be shown 
later. Seashore and Katz in "An Operational Definition and 
Classifloation of Mental Mechanissm," have prepared criteria 
for evaluating the satisfaction of frustration. They are; 
Reaction to frustration is adequate when
1. It enables the individual to attain his origin­
al goal, or at least a desirable substitute for it.
8, Symonds, pp. oit,, p. 76,
7
2, It increa'sea or maintains the Indivldual'e 
social prestige*
3, It either benefits eoclety, or is at least 
neutral in that It 4oee not unduly interfere with the inter* 
esta of other people.
4, It is conducive to a reasonable degree of 
health, oonfidenoe, initiative, and courage to undertake 
further prohleas,
Reaction to a frustration 1# Inadequate when
1, It directs the individual away from the origin* 
al goal or a desirable substitute ty retreating from the 
difficulty and/or attempting to ignore it.
2. It results, at beet, in temporary maintenance 
of statue; eventually it lowers the individual*# standing,
3* It results in behavior that is either a nui* 
sanoe or a burden to society, beoause the individual secure# 
the assistance of other persons without adequate return.
4, It is not conducive to mental or physical 
health* and either decreases or falls to develop confidence,
initiative, skill, and/ox" courage to undertake further
9
problems.
9, seashore, H*G., and Katm, Barney, "An Operational 
definition and Classification of Mental Mechanisms," Psych*
8
Tacitus in his writings takes full account of the
fact that the world la made up of inaividuala--huisans with
Individual differences and on the basis of these differences
in individuals, there are different reactions to frustrating
stimuli. Although psychologically the theory of individual
differences ie a relatively new concept, Plato recognized
individual differences and set up a plan for an ideal state which
took them into consideration. In the ideal state, the Republic,
men were to be chosen for their several duties with refer*
ence to their abilities. Those endowed with superior reason
were to be rulers; those endowed with courage, warriors; the
rest of mankind were to be artisans, tradesmen, laborers,
and alaves**necessary to the state, but lower in rank than
warriors and statesmen, as the appetites and senses are10
lower than courage and reason. Individual differences 
may be classified into physical, mental, educational, and 
emotional. Suffice it to say that the majority of writers
seem to believe that, as a rule, training increases rather11
than decreases the extent of differences, Various systems 
of government hold or at least imply different ideas about
10. Plato, The Republic, Trans, by B. Jowett.
Hew York: The World Publishing Company, 1946, pp. 131*49*
11. Gilliland, Psychology of Individual Differences,
Hew York: Prentice -Hall'” ’'fnc\ IB^W, "pT'l^
9
laâiTldual difference*, JDemocracy auppoeedly make# r&cognim. 
tion of differenee»} Monarchiee are founded upon the prin­
ciple of Inherent difference», Differences are rscogalr.ed 
In all realme— political, eoolal, and eoonoialo, Tho ruler# 
inherit their poeltiona or they are choeen from a royal group, 
The ruling olaaae# generally dwilnate the aoolal groupe, 
although there are social distinctions down to the lowest 
servant class,’ In Rome the emperor had absolute authority 
in making war and peace; in thin way, similar to Paeciem,
there ie on implied recognition that some have the right to
lig
dominate and control the pollolee of the state. It is 
when individuals beoome frustrated and their problem# more 
complicated that confliot# arise between rulers and subjects, 
and between peoples,
Prom individual differences arise the drives for 
prestige and leadership, Ihe normal human individual seeks 
in some sphere or other, by this method or that, to assure 
himself of hi# superiority over other human beings* He 
craves recognition, distinction, succesa, power, leadership, 
wealth, and influence. He wants to be on top; inside the 
group he considers himself to be the best one, rather than 
on the fringe, In every walk of life there are struggles
12, Gilliland, op, cit., p. 816
10
13going on for atanâing in one»» group* 1. e$ * for preatige,
J^wer* doiainance. #t*n4ing, prestige, or tarer you oall
it, can be meaeure# in term# of one»a ability to control hi#
eoolal environment. Whatever impreeoee an individual with
hi# own inadequacy or failure ie reacted to with oompeneatory
14
behavior, aimed at gaining standing or prestige•
îhie lead# dlreotly into Identification which 1#
commonly referred to a# modeling oneeelf in thought, feeling
or action after another person* A cubtie meaning of Identl*
fication ie found in the oaee of a pereon who attempt# to
live out hie wlehee in the life of another, euoh a# a mxother
edio live# out her life by weeing her ambition# fulfilled in 
15her child. Very often an individual i# unable to attain 
hi# de#ired goal in life for hlmeelf; he will etrive to attain 
it through a loved one.
Identification may be reaohed Iqr eome method like the 
following: flret, there are certain deelree and Impuleee
within an individual which he ie unable to enpreee, ïheee 
are projected out onto another pereon Who enemplifie# the 
working out of theme deeire# in actuality. As the other per# 
eon represent# the eucceesful accomplishment of theme demire#,
13, Young, P,, RAWiAE* York;John Wiley & Son», ino,, 193i* p, 389.
14, Ibid.. p. 4»9
15, Qymondm, op*.cit.. p. 318,
11
h# then is Introjeoted, and we find that the Individual
16
identifies himself witdi him* The mother may project onto
the child her own longings, ambitions, fears, and attribute
these same feelings and qualities to the child,
leadership is an identifieation as the leader becomes
a substitute for the goals and successes which we are unable
to attain by our unaided efforts, the tendency to identify
with a leader blindly can be prevented by an amelioration of
the situation so that the individual feels more confident and
secure, and by strengthening of the group and its defense
resources so that there is less to fear from the ajggressive*
ness of other groups. As a group grows inherently strong,
there is less need to project authority and to identify with1?
a strong leader. There are various types of leaders 
depending upon their teioperament, intelligence, and character. 
Certain personalities way appeal to some groups, virtuous 
character to another, and even perswal appearance to another. 
Upon qualities of leadership, leaders are chosen whether they 
be president, general or chairman on a committee.
Very often edien choices of leaders are made, as a
18
16, aymonds, os* oit.. pp. 831*363,
17# PP# 354=33318. aiclnner, Char le 
hew York; Farrar & Rinehart
Skinn s, Readings In Psychology.
, Ino., 1935, p. 693,
10
result o f frustrating experiences» aggressive tendencies
arise eklch have been pretty well suMusd by the iron ruler's
restraints, man erected laws, and prohibitions for keeping
aggression within hounds. There are four meanings to ^ e
term aggression. In its first sense» aggression means
self^assertiveness, vigorous activity. The second meaning is
to gain possession, either of another person or of an object.
The term aggression used in this sense refers particularly to
«tn act of appropriation ehen it meets opposition, as when a
person forcibly takes possession of another person, takes an
object away from another person, and, in general, usee com»
eiderable energy in acquisition. Aggression in its third
meaning signifies an act of hostility, attack, and destruction.
In this meaning aggression arises as yeslstanee to control
by others and represents all that is violent and destruotive*
The fourth meaning of aggression refers to the act
of control, dominance, or management of another person or
groups of persons, organisation, and affairs in gensral, ve
speak of a person as being aggressive when he shows capacity
for leadership, exhibit# tendencies to organise and run things,
or attempts to bend others to yield to his wishes and to do 
IG
his bidding.
19, gymonds, oit.. p, 00,
13
Generally speaking, one may conclude that aggreseion 
l8 a reoponee to frustration. Anthropologist# report that 
aggresalTenes# Inorease# In a society In whloh there ie 
soaroity, and henoe insecurity. The recent world war undoubt* 
edly wae stimulated In part because of the unequal distri­
bution of natural resources, and because certain proud nations 
felt that they were deprived of a chance of eetablishing a 
high standard of living. The common pattern of reaction against 
frustration by aggression is for a group to unite. The 
rivals, or the enemy, are those toward whom the aggressive 
trends of the group are directed, euid each member of the 
hostile party is considered an enemy by virtue of membership, 
Before a war there may be more hostility felt between groups 
within a country than toward its possible enemies outside, 
war often helps to externalise aggression and to reduce 
anlmosltiea within a group, Alexander believes that hostility
toward the external group ie the condition for Internal 20
peace, Durbin and Bowlby in their book personal AKKress* 
Iveness aẑ<!̂ % r . have analysed the causes of war. They follow 
very closely along the lines of this analysis. There are 
three main causes : one, the possessiveness of nations who
are not satisfied with their present wealth and territory
20, Alexander, P,, "Peace Aims", American Journal 
of Orthopsychiatry, 13, 1943,
14
and eafot «nviou» ©yes on that which is poecessed by their
nslghbofm# ïhl# poesesslreness leads to overt action* The
second factor ie economic Insocnrity, the starved nation
will prey upon Its rich neighbors* Strangeness is mentioned
as th# third cause of war# There is a tendency to feel
hostile toward people whose euetome, language, and ideals
%1
differ from our own.
It Is Impossible to deal with analyses of people and 
their behavior without examining their fears and emotions.
A particular emotion Is distinguished more by the general
overt behavior in regard to the situation that arouses It22
than by the accompanying vlsoeral reactions. Probably 
the most certain indieations that oonfliet Is present are the 
expressions of strong unpleasant emotion. The presenoe of 
emotion may indicate merely that a pereon is frustrated by 
some eatsx'wl obstruction, Frustration usually produoes 
rage and tendenoiee toward aggression* There are some sd&o 
feel that women are more emotional than men and as such are 
more likely to give In to frustrating conditions by an over­
flow of emotions* Amongst those emotional forms of conduct
21, Durbin and Bowlby, Personal Auuressiveness 
tar. Columbia University Press, 1959.
22. Skinner, Charles, oit.. pp* 244*245
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which are generally considered to he more marked in women
than in men, mention must he made of that group which has
timidity for its central point: addiction to fear, cowardice,
and the like, it in instructive to ohserye how In the case
of a large number of women this lack of courage has arisen
in the course of life and in the years of childhood. There
were girls and young women in ancient Greece Who had the
courage to train like the boy# and young men, and even vie
24
with them in conteet. E, G, Elemmlng reporte in "Se%
Difference# in Emotional Remponeee* that a# a whole there
appear to be no #ei dlfferenoe# in emotional reeponsee.
a# further etate# that there 1# no reliable difference
between the Intenelty of the emotional reeponee#, A
smaller percentage of women than of men change their
emotional reeponee# from pleaeant to unpleaeant, from
blameworthy to praiseworthy and from fearful to joyihl.
The differenoee are not statistically reliable; but in the
oaee of blameworthy»praleeworthy reeponee#, the chance# are
10 to 100 that a smaller percentage of women than of men
25
change their reeponee# from one to the other. Closely 
allied to the emotion# are #ie defenses against fear which 
are Institutionalized; hence numbers of people can have
23* Allers, Rudolphy, P#voholo&v of Personality. 
Hew York; Sheed & ward, Inc. , 1934, ppi' 260*71'.
24. von Palke, Jakob, Greece and Home, lew York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1886, p,'” fo,
25. Bymonde, op. oit*, p. 292.
access to them.
The eaotioriB have or seem to have a oloee relation 
to moral#. Moral concept# are haeed upon emotion#. There 
are different degree# of hadnee# and goodne##, the differ* 
ence# being due to the emotional origin of all moral ooa» 
oepte, Bmotione vary in inteneity and it may be fairly 
doubted whether the same mode of Conduct ever arouses exactly 
the same degree of indignation or approval in any two iadl* 
vidual#, The emotion# are of two kind#; disapproval, or 
indignation, and approval,
from our earliest childhood we are taught that oer* 
tain act# are right and that other# are wrong. Moral rule# 
are #upported Iqr authority, hum&n or divine, and to queatlon 
their validity i# to rebel agalnet either public opinion or 
against religion, Adam Smith call# the wral faculties the 
"vicegerent# of God within ue* who "never fall to punish 
the violation of them by the torment# of inwrd shame and 
self condemnation; aWL, on the contrary, elway# reward obed*
ienoe with tranquility of mind with contentment and self
2d
satisfaction*"
The majority of people seem to be more afraid of the 
blame or ridicule of their fellowmen, or of the penalties 
with which the law threatens them, than of the "vicegerents
2®, Smith, Adam, Theory of Moral sentiments, p, 236
17
of God» in their own hearts.
The feelings with which men regard their fellow crea­
tures, and which are some of the main sources of human hap­
piness and suffering, have often very little to do with 
morality. A person is respected or praised, blamed or 
despised, on other grounds than his character. The admiration 
which is felt for genius, courage, pluck, strength or acci­
dental success, is often more intense than the admiration which 
la felt for virtue.
It has been stated that the moral emotions are of two 
kinds, moral approval and moral disapprovkl. Mor*l disapproval 
is a kind of resentment and is similar to anger and revenge; 
moral approval is a kind of retributive, kindly emotion. It ie 
the moral emotion of revenge with which this study is prim* 
arlly concerned. Revenge is essentially rooted in the feeling 
of power and superiority. Consequently, it arises from an 
experienoe of injury, and its aim is to snhsnoe the "self 
feeling" shich has been deflated by the injury. By dlreot* 
ing force against the aggressor himself, it best answers 
this purpose.
Nothing more easily arouses in us anger and a desire 
for revenge than an act of contempt, or disregard of our 
feelings. The mental suffering caused by injury remains 
long after the physical injury and demands vengeance.
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Vengeance implies a desire to cause pain or destruction in 
return for hurt suffered.
Moral emotions are felt not only on account of the 
conduct of others, but on account of our own conduct as well. 
Moral self «-condemnation is a hostile attitude of mind to­
wards one *8 self»» Am the cause of pain; moral self approval 
is a kindly attitude of mind towards one’s self as a cause 
of pleasure. Genuine remorse involves some desire to suffer, 
A person may feel actual hatred toward himself or he may 
desire to inflict punishment on others, Suicide Is one 
outlet for remorse.
Moral emotions are moral when they are felt with 
referenoe to the conduct of other people. It is with this 
In mind that a study of the moral concepts may be interwoven 
into the peyoholcgloal study of Taoitus.
The complete study will be one based upon the appllca* 
tion of the above principles to the writings, of Tacitus, 
Material for the conclusions will be taken from his writingsi 
The Annals, Histories. Dialogue, Germania, and Agricola.
27. westarmarok. A, h., History of Morals, voi, %,
London; MacMillan & Company, 19Î1TPpT l»ld'V"" T f . Freud, 
Sigmund, Psychoanalysis. Hew York : W. W. Horton and Company,
1933. Chapters III and IV, "The Anatomy of Mental Personali­
ty" and "Anxiety and Instinctual Life"; Also, Symonds, op. 
oit.. pp. 270-95. This is a discussion of the superego in 
the psychoanalytic approach which is similar to the basic 
concepts of the moral emotions.
CHAPTER II
PRUSTRATIOa AND AGGRES8I0B
Tho general theory ie that everybody is, to some degree, 
frustrated, Prom the first ory a baby makes to hie dying 
day, life 1# one frustrating situation after another. Modern 
times have no monopoly on frustration. During the first 
oentury in Rome i;Aen slavery, soaroity of food, and email 
sragee were running rampant, many were the frustrating elt'* 
nations, aherever there le scarcity, as there was there* 
naturally or artificially created; wherever there are reg#
ulatlone which destroy freedom of expression in any absolute2
sense, there will be frustration. Frustration will be under*
etoed as a deprivation which is also a threat tc the person*
allty, particularly to the self-esteem or feeling of security
5of individuals and groups.
The study of frustration will be made upon the basis 
of individuals and groups. Although frustration as such can 
occur only to an individual organism, any given frustrating 
condition may occur to several individuals simultaneously.
In such a case, a "group* ie viewed dietributively rather 
than as a collective thing. If all or most of the individuals 
in a group are hungry, the "group" may be said after this
1. Do Hard, og. cit. , p. 149.
2. Maslow, cit.. p. 109,
3. Dollard, c p . ^ t . . p. 13.
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distributive fashion to be hungry. ]?roa the viewpoint of
the group, there were many frustrating situations in Rome.
Repeatedly the array was either near mutiny or mutinying.
frequently, one feels that Tacitus thought the frustration
was more or less a superficial one. At one time the fannon,
Ian legions mutinied. It is explicitly stated, that there
were no freeh grievance»* tut a ohange In sovereigns had
ezclted an idea of licensed anarchy and the hope for gains
6
to be made from a civil war. Thus, the legions felt that
their status could be bettered by mutiny. But Tacitus goes
on to explain that the soldiers had been given some leisure
time, and, as usual, the cessation of the normal round of
duties made them re8tleaa"~miBchlevou#.
Bo principle lasolvire miles; discordare, pesoiml cuiusque sermonibus praebere aurls, denlque luxum 
et otium cupers, disclplinam et laborem aspernarl.
"From this beginning, a spirit of Insubordination and
disorder took its rise; the men lent ready ears to the
talk of the worst among their number; till at length a
longing for eass and idleness set in, with Impatienoe of
6
work and disciplina.* ütep by step, then, after a leader 
had been dhosen from amongst the legion, a leader who had
4, Dollard, I b M , * p. 13.
5* Tac, An., 1.10.2,Ô. Ramsey, G, G., The Annals of Taoitus. (Translation) 
London: John Murray* 1904. Tad. An. I,Xè".'3"r"'"'uniess other­
wise specified, all translation© will be from the source 
indicated in this footnote.
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been an actor, by surreptitious gatherings, Tacitus tells
ue how he began to play on the simple minds of the soldiers,
already troubled by the death of Augustus. They began to
wonder how Auguetue* death would affect the conditions of
thedr eerwioej hence an Individual, yet almo group fruatratlon.
ahen feroennlu#, the actor leader, had convinced them that
even if they did get the dischargee they were clamoring for,
they would only return to old drudgeries (either a bonus
or remaining in the army) or would receive instead of the
bonus some swampy morass or mountainside for a farm# he
then went into the vicissitudes in the life of a eoldier,
pointing out that there were no alleviations in sight, but
particularly mentioning that the Praetorian Cohorts had an easy
life. Trying to find a better job than soldiering, Percennius
falls; then Tacitus explain* that the soldiers began to
display the marks of punishment and age they had received
in the long army life# Had not Blaesus, legion commander,
convinced them that they were committing an act of disloyalty
to the emperor, they undoubtedly would have mutinied for the?
reasons stated in Tacitue*
There are leaders mentioned in the army who seemed to 
frustrate the soldiers and drive them to acts of aggression.
7' An., I#16.4-6;l?.18.19,
2*
Other coapanlee of the above mentioned legions had, been
detailed for the repair of roado and bridgea. Ae soon ae
they heard of the cumaotlon In camp, they tore doim their
own onolgna and began looting neighboring vlllagen^ The
centurions tried to resist the jcerm, Insnlto and finally
blcna of the eoldlero. AufIdlenue Rufus, the camp marshal,
became the chief object of anger. Rufue was one uho, accord*
ing to Tacitus, wa# more ruthless in the iron discipline he
was inflicting upon them because he had endured so much in
the past**vengcance, 3Iany times üll the soldiers could do8
was hurl invectives at the leaders as they did at Rufua,
» . , , the strongest instigation, arouaed by frus­
tration, is to acte of aggression directed against the agent9
perceived to be the source of the frustration," The greater
the degree of Inhibition specific to a more direct act of
aggrcsoion, the more probable will be the occurrence of10leoü diraot acts of aggression.
The legions of Oermany also mutinied ^t the blno
the ?annnnlan legions, and Tacltue sqye "for the same 11
rzaeons." Thle time the leaders wore recruits who were
8* Tu&# * 1.20.9# Dollard, Git., p. 38.10. Dollard, cm. cit.. p. 40
11 * ' 1 • uXTi «
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chafing at the hardshipa of arn̂ y life. They convinced the 
older eoldier* that the time had come for them to eeek ever» 
due dischargee, and for the younger one* to eeek mere 
generoue pay. They even added that revenge ehould he taken 
again*t the cruelty of the centurion#, lot until Oermanicue, 
a loved leader, appeared on the soenee, did their anger 
euheide»»then, when he pretended he was going to kill him­
self, rather than turn traitor, some of them told him to go 
ahead; their fury had reaohed euoh white heat. At any 12
rate, hy making a<nme oondeeeione, thl# mutiny too warn quelled. 
All group frustration did not take place within the 
army. The Raman people were subjected to many frustrating 
oonditione. Within any given state Internal hostility to 
the symbols of authority is a eosmon feature of social life, 
it is manifested by groups which hope for revolutionary ohange, 
Occasionally, it break# out in the form of riots or insubor­
dinate behavior. In the ease of groups of adults taken 
collectively, as in the nation, there is, of course, the fear 
of counter-aggression, 1, e., warfare. It is true, of course,
that this threat serves as a justification of preparation
13
for warfare at the earns time.
Vitelllus had levied some young Batallan®»
12. Tac., AM* • 1.31—36#13# Boilard, ,2̂ » IS,
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Tacitus recognized the levy as a "gravis" one, hut the 
hardens were made heavier by the greed and license of those 
in authority. The old and the weak were hunted out in order 
that they (the authorities) could get bribes for letting them 
off; children were dragged away to satisfy their lust, Tacitus
says "resentment* was aroused, and the people were persuaded
14
by leaders to refuse the levy. The resentment, of course,
is moral disapproval and indignation at the rights the
authorities could erert over their people. Here, it was the
slavery of the hatavians, the greed of the prefects and
centurions, and the separation of children from parents and
brothers from brothers that forced the Roman state to one
of its worst straits*
Many times the Romans reacted to frustration by
intraggreesion and suicide. It is generally recognized that
the most primitive form of response to frustration is ag*
15gression accompanied by rage and anger. The existence of 
real frustration always leads to aggression. The problem 
of aggression has many facets. The individual experiences 
difficulty in controlling his own temper and often sees 
others carrying on an unwitting struggle with their hostil-
T&e. Hist.. IV,14,
15, Symonds, o£, cit., p. 70.
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Ities* He fears Justified revenge, or writhes at the blow
or taunt that appear» from an unexpected source. Helpless
16
minorities ore persecuted. Aggression may be directed at
the object which is perceived as causing the frustration,
or it may be displaced to some altogether innocent source,
or even ttward the self, as in masochism, martyrdom, and 17
suicide, %hen the individual becomes conscious of the 
conflict within himself, he turns to suicide aa the only 
means of protecting himself from seme catastrophic situation, 
Suicide was the method that the Roman oitisene, singled out 
by t e "delatoree'* sAo we%^ "*iofcrmers" and received pay from 
their convictions of oftentimes innocent people, ueed tc 
meet their frustrations. There are more examples than can 
possibly be examined, but a few will assure us that Tacitus 
recognised ^ e  frustration of individuals and their escape 
from it,
Probably the most striking illustration of mass and
individual frustration with the solution of suicide ie in
the following passage:
Bsquitur clades, forte am dole principle Incertum 
(nam utrumque auctores prodldere), eed omnibus, 
quae huic urbl perviolentiam ignlum acoiderunt, 
gravier atque atrocicr#
"And now came a calamitous fire**whether it was ac­
cidental or purposely contrived by the Imperor, remains
16. Dollard, on. cit.. pp. 1-2,
17. Ibi^.. p. 10,
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uacertaliï; for on this point authorities are divided*-more 18
Violent and destructive than any that ever befell our city,»
The fire in all its omnlvoroue and frustrating far*
ocity Is then described;
Ad hoc lamenta paventium femlnarum, fossa amt 
rudle puerltlae aetas, qulque elbl qulque aille 
consulebant, dum trahunt Invalldoe aut opperlun# tur, pars aora, pars feetlnans* cuncta impsdie* 
bant, Et saepe, dum In ter gum respectant, later* 
ibue aut fronts olrcumvenlebantur, vel el In 
proxlma evaserant, 1111* quoque Ignl oorreptls, 
etlem quae longlnqua credlderant In eodem oaeu 
reperlebaot. Postremo, quid vlt&rent quid peterent 
amblgul, complere vlae, sternl per agree; quidam 
amlsel* omnibus fortunle, diurnl quoque viotus, 
alll earltate euorum, quos erlpere nequiver&nt, 
quamvl# patente effuglo Interlere* Pec quisquam 
defender* audebat, orebrie «mltorum mini* restlngu* ere prohlbentlum, et quia alii palam faces laoi* 
ebant, atque esse slbl auctorsm voolferabantur, 
elve ut raptue lioentlus exercerent seu luasu*
»The Shriek* of panie*etrioken somen; the weakness of
the aged, and the helpleeanee* of the young; the effort# of
some to save themselves, of other# to help their neighbour*;
the hurrying of those who dragged their sick along, the
lingering of those who waited for them**all made up a scene
of inextricable confusion.
Many person*, while looking behind them, were envel*
oped from the front or from the side; or having esoaped to
the nearest place of safety, found this too in possession
18. JB&s,, XV.&8.1.
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Of the flamee, and even places mhlch they had thought beyond
their reach In the same plight with the reet. At laet, not
knowing where to turn, or what to avoid, they poured into
the roade or threw themeelvee down in the field* ; soute having
lost their all, not having even food for the day; others,
though with means of escape open to them, preferred to perish
for love of the dear ones whom they could not save. And
none dared to check the flames; for there were many who
threatened and forced back those who would extinguieh them,
while others openly flung in torches, saying that they had
their orders;»*,whether it resilly was so, or only that they
19wanted tc plunder undieturbed,*
Here is a pioture of desperate pecpl# Who have actual 
physical fear; they are face to fade with a way out, but 
because of loss of loved ones, their means of emietence, 
daily bread included, stnd threats from some lAo seemed to 
represent autnority, th^ dhose death.
The Informers forced many people to death by false 
accusations.
Hoc minus praemla delatorum invisa quam soelera, oum alii saoerdotia et eonsulatus ut spolia adept!, 
procurationem alii et interiorem potential, agerent 
vertsrsnt cuncta odio et terrors, Corruptl in 
dominos servi, in patroncs liberti; et qulbus 
deerat inimlcue per amices oppresel, Hon tamen 
adeo virtuturn sterile saeculum ut non et bona
AS
exscipla prodidorit, Cosiitatae profugoe lib«ro« 
matrem# saeutae marlto# in  exllia ooniugos: pro»
plnqui sudentee# ooaetantes gsnorl, contumx 
etlmm advormu# torment» servorum fldss; supreme 
olnrorun vlrorum neoeesitates fortlter toleratae 
*t laudatis antlquoru* mortlW# pare# e%itu#$
••Bor were the rewards o f aoousere lees hateful than
their villainies; some gained Consulships and Priesthoods
as their spoils, some Procuratorahips, others influence of
a more secret kind# overturning everything, carrying all
before them, by the forces of hate and terror. Slaves were
bribed to betray their masters, clients their patrons; those
who had no enemies were ruined by their friends,
"And yet the age m i  net so barren of all virtue ae
not to eshibit some noble emamplee, Mother# followed their
sons# wives their husbands# into exile; sesie kinsmen showed
courage, some sons*io#law were faithful; there were slaves
who held out staunohly even against torture, and illustrious
men who bore their do<wa with fortitude; there were death*
AO
scenes as noble as those celebrated by antiquity,"
Tacitus states positively that men were so frustrated 
that if they did not or could not find a way out through 
exile or flight, they chose death. The exile would have 
been a form of s#bmpism**a sort of avoidance, others chose 
the last extremity.
20. Two. Riot.. 1,2.10*11; 3. 1*2.
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It would be impossible to name the many hundreds 
sAio were driven to the last neoesaity. Some upon iA.om 
"reveroos of fortune* forced suicide were;
Gnaeu* Piso wa* the looal governor of Syria, but when 
Tiberlue placed Germanioue ae overseer of all the provinces 
beyond the sea, the ungovcrned passion and insubordinacy of 
Piss spurred him on to try to remove Germanicus, his wife, 
Planoina, fired his enthusiasm for repressing Germanicus.
After much arguing and demonstration of open hostility, 
Germanicus became ill, Piso was believed by Germanicus to 
be poisoning him, Genaanious died and Pise was accused of 
his death* This accusation did not carry, however, so his 
previous intrigue-filled career with the soldiers was sug­
gested as an accusation, H# was finally accused of cor­
rupting the coomion soldier and of being ruthless to the 
best men, espeoially friends of Germanicus* The people were 
ready to take the law into their own hands*
Tiberium sine mlseratlone, sins Ira, obstlnutim 
clausumque vidit, ne quo adfsotu psrrumperetur 
(oullo magis exterritus est),
"But shat alarmed him most was to see Tiberius pitiless,
passionless, and doggedly resolved to remain impervious to81
every human feeling," Piso out his throat.
Bi* aa*' 11,45**9 ; 111,15*1 4*1*.*.
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Llbo DruauB had been charged with revolutionary ac*
tlvltlaa, although, In reality, the grievance agalnet hi*
wa* hi* weakneae for aetrology, magic, and dream interpre*
tationa. It #aa not until Llbo had eollcited the raising of
departed a^frit* that the informer* accused him. Be denied all
accusation*; consequently, hi* elav#* were to be sold and
tortured* Soldier* were picketing hie house* At hi* last meal22
he committed suicide. In this case, it was probably hi*
sense of guilt which forced him to believe that euicide
wa# the best way out,
Agrippina the wife of Germanicus* She had always
been a forceful, fierce*tempered woman* ^fter Sejanus had
become a good friend of Tiberius, and he had decided he would
have to get rid of Agrippina and her children before he
could realise all his ambitions for power, he began to direct
his effort* against Agrippina, It wasn*t hard to get even
her friends to despise her haughty temper, First, some of
her relatives were accused* Then, the plot* against Agrip*
pina became more apparent, and finally* having given up hope,
with cruelty persistent against her, she committed suicide,
, . . , d* Agrippina auditum, quam Interfecto 
deiano spe eustentatam provlxisae reor, et post* 
quam nihil de eaevitia r&mittebatur, voluntat# exstlnotam* nisi si negatis alimentia adslmulatus eat finis, qui videretur sponte eumptue. '
<̂ 2. Toc# An* *
ai
”. . .  new© cane of the death of Agrippina, The 
execution of 3®Janus, I doubt not, had buoyed her up with 
hope; but when ehe found herself treated as cruelly as 
before, ehe put &n end to hereelf-#unleee indeed food wa# 
denied to her that she night be thought to haws died by her
8a
own hand."
Coccciud Rerva w&# a fomoue jurist. Although hie
position was intact, and hie health was unimpaired, he
remolved to die, Tiberius actually tried to dissuade him,
but he slowly starred himself,
yerebant gnari cogitationum eiua, quanto propiue 
mala rei publioae viseret, ira et metu, dum inte* ger, dum intemptatue. honeetum finem woluieme,
#Thoee who knew hi# mind beet reported that hie
inner view of the evil# of the times had filled him #  th
terror and indignation, and that he had made up hie mind,
84
to die,"
Pomponlue Labeo was a governor of Moeeia. 3e had
been arraigned for maladministration of his province and had
veiled hie guilt by slurring Tiberius,
t • f * per abruptae venae eanguinem effudit; aemulataque est ooniumx Pazaea, gam promptae^ oius modi mortee metue carnificls faoiebat# it damnati publioatie bonis sspultura prohibe#
82, T.a.O-t ' Yl,88,l,
24. m * .  VI.24.&.
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bantur.
“He opened his veins ana bleu to death; hie wife
Paxaea followed hie example* For people reeorted readily to
deaths of this kind from the fear of exeoution, and aleo
because a man's property was confiscated, and burial was
25
denied to him, if he was sentenced to death,"
gextus Papinius was a member of a consular family.
He chose to throw himself from a window*
Isdem dlebue gextue Papinius ooneulari famllla 
repentinum et informe* exitum deleglt, iacto in 
praecep# corpore. Causa ad matrem referebatur, 
quae pridem repudlata adsentationibue atque 
luxu perpuliaset iuvenem ad ea, quorum effuglum non nisi morte Invenlret,
"During these days, Sextus Papinius, member of a
consular family, chose an abrupt and indeoent end by throwing
himself from a window. The motive was referred to his mother,
long ago divorced, who, by flattering his taste for dissip*
ation, was supposed to have driven th# youth to extremities26
from which he oould find no issue except by dsath,"
One may conclude that there were many reasons for 
committing suicide in the lives of the Romans, Many suicides 
were committed because there was just no way out— non effug­
lum, . Physical fear, loss of sustenance, the personal 
loss of loved ones, accusations that, although the accused
25. Tac. ' VI.29.1,
28, Tac. An.. VI.49.1-2, Trane, by John.Jack- 
Bon, , Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1937.
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m*y not have been guilty* they had euoh etrong eensee of
guilt that they were driven to the last means of overcoming
that guilt, pcrecnal revereee of fortune, and moral Inhlbl*
tlone Induced by membere of their own Imnedlate famille*
were all frustrating situations producing euicide.
Suicide seeas to be a rather rash outlet for Intr^g*
gression, but It aay be provisionally stated that "the
ctrength of Inhibition of any act of aggression varies poel*
tlvely ^Ith the amount of punishment anticipated to be a
27
conoequence of that act, Eenoe, some, realising that either 
they must be aocused by the Informers, or find their own 
aneeer to frustration, chose suicide, some sought safety 
In fllght**thelre *as not going to be the punishment in 
death.
The emperor, Vltelllue, when he eas extremely anxious 
about the outcome of the civil ear between hie own faction 
and Vespasian**, and indien he felt that he was at hie wits* 
ends, suddenly withdrew from active participation and In­
dulged in pleasures*
*on parare arm*, non adloqulc exercltloque mill- tern flrmare, non In ore vulgl agere, ced umbra- 
culls hortorum abdltuo, ut Ignava anlmalla,
quibus si clbum suggéras, lacent torpentque, 
praeterlta instantla futur* pari oblivion* dl- 
mioerat,
"He made no military preparations; he neither encour-
27. Dollard, 0£. cit.. p. 53,
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aged hie soldiers by addresses, nor hardened them by oxer*.
else*; he avoided the public eye; and like those sluggish
animals ehlch lie torpid when supplied with food, he secret*
ed himself in shady gardens, dismissing with a like oblivion
the past, the present, and the future,"
this is a substitute response for aggression in meet*
ing a frustrating eltuatiw, Some people meet frustrations
by okianges in their fd&ilbsophy of life* Vitelllus was
passing his time hidden in the shade of his gardens, having
dismissed any thoughts of time from his mind, A very comnon
defense stainst anxiety is partieûL inhibition whereby througpi
some kind of restraint or diminished activity an Individual
is able to protect himself against the danger of a situation
and perhaps, at the same time, * o A  out in a compromise form
the wishes which are seeking expression. There are various
ways in which this inhibition is translated into passivity
and Inactivity, later (w, although Vitelllus had frequent
comebacks, Tacitus remarks;
Tanta torpedo Invaserat animum ut, si principe* 
eu* fulsee ceteri non msminissent, ipse obllvls- 
ceretur*
•Such was the torpor that possessed him that he
28, â&Êl"# iii.w.29, aymonds, cit.. p, 171
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would have forgotten that he had been an Emperor had he not
30
been reminded of it by others,"
There were other evidences of Vitelllus* deep anxiety
and his apparent effort to forget his troubles,
, . . , Ignarue mllltlae, improvidus consilli, 
quis ordo agmlnie, quae cura explorandl, quantu* 
urgendo trahendove bello modus, alios rogitans 
et ad omnis nuntios vultu quoque et inceasu 
trepidus, dein temulentus.
"Knowing nothing of war. Incapable of thinking for
himself, he kept asking others how a line of battle should
be formed, how scouting should be done, to what extent it
would be wise to hurry on or to protract the war; his face,
his gait, showed alarm as eaoh new messenger arrived; and
31
finally, he was forever in his cups," Among the methods
of escape, which is also of the nature of withdrawal, Is the
flight to fantasy. This Is sometimes accomplished by re*32
sorting to drugs or alcohol, 3ben difficulties pile up, 
and there is no way out, instead of committing suicide, 
there i* flight, ^
In the same war between the Vitelllans and the Flavians, 
when the Vitelllans seemed to be getting the better of the 
fray, the Flavians were absolutely panic stricken. Their 
commander was so terrified he could neither speak nor hear.
He oould not be guided by others* counsel or plan for himself;
30, Tac. Hist., III.83,
31, Tac. Hist.. III.58.
32, Symonds, og_. cit. . p. 175.
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consequently, s’#ayed this way and that, he forbade what he
had just ordered, and ordered what he had juet forbidden.
Then his terror wa* projected to hie men,
, , , . *0% quod in perdltie rebus aooidit, omnee 
praeclpere, nemo exeequi; poetremo abiectle armle 
fugam et fallendl artis ciroumepectabant,
"Then, as happens when things grow desperate, every»
one ordered, and nobody obeyed* till at laet the men threw
away their arms, and looked around for a chance of slinking
53
away unperoeived,* All these men felt was left was to flee
and get away from a frustrating sltumtlon* This is a common
reeiotlon fouiwi in emoape from harm* glther the tendency is
34
to escape or attack»*the ^lafiane fied^
Frustration is omnipresent, and where frustration is 
found, there may be found aggression or escape* SometisM»* 
the aggression Is directed outwardly; sometimes, inwardly» 
and becomes Intraggresslon, Outwardly, aggression may be 
that of an army against another, or an army against its 
leader, or of ah army against deprivations existing for them 
and their loved ones. Inwardly, frustration is often met 
either by trying to flee physically or in fantasy, or 
by escaping through suicide. The Romans of Tacitus’ time 
were frustrated, and he recognized it as a strong motivation 
to action.
33. Tac. Hist.. 111,73.
34, Symonds.op. cit., p. 24.
CHAPTfiR III 
MOTIVATION
Th# «rltlag® of Taeitua may he atudlad in term# of 
th# human motive# underglrdlng tli® aotioma of th# individual* 
Taoitua aanaea these motives with matchless insight and #%* 
presses them powerfully. He seemed to feel that the "proper 
study of mankind" ia th# study of man through history* only 
through the study of men sh© make history can motivation he 
thoroughly under#tood$
Host payohologiat# agree that motivee include all 
factor# that move to conduct on th# part of organisme, 
Motivee include urges, drives, instincts, propensities, and 
habits. In this sens# a motive may he biological, physiol» 
ogical, or social, Nan ie so much a social anliaal that 
even euoh an organic need ae hunger gives rise tc a social 
behavior, fear and especially anger are ofteneat aroused 
by other people.
Prestige, self-assertion, and mastery are more eg- 
gresaive forms of motivation in shich there is a striving to
command, to lead, to dominate the situation, or to master3
and surnage. As such these motivations are really moral 
because they have to be felt with reference to their effect
1* Skinner, cit.. p, 456
2, Woodworth, R. S., Aycholony, lew York; Henry 
Holt and Company, 1240, pp. isi-os,
3. Ibid.. p. 311
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upon other people, one may, asauae that the motivations under­
lying the actions of some rulers and individuals in Tacitus’ 
writings are largely social «oral drives for distinction in 
some field.
Hie rerum urhanarum status erat, cum Pannonicas 
legion#* aeditio incesslt, nullls novia causis, 
nisi quod mutatus prineeps llcentiam turbarum 
et ex Qlvili bello spea praemiorum oetendebat,
"Such was the state of affairs in Rome, when a mutiny
broke out among the troops in Pannonla. There was no freeh
oause for this mutiny, beyond the fact that the accession
ef a B#w emperor afforded occasion for license, and held out
4
the hope of civil war with all its attendant gains,"
Bed Germanicus quanto eummae spel proplor, tsinto 
impensiue pro Tiberio nlti , , . .
*But the fact that Germanicus stood near to the sue»
cession only caused him to exert himself all the more stream*
S
ously for Tiberius," This ie the pioture of a man who truly
had a moral sense of duty with the good of the other person
uppermost in his endeavors.
The full value of incentives is thoroughly understood.
In fact, there is a heavy streso laid upon motives underlying
the fighting of soldiers;
His partae victoriae apes et, si cedant, insig- 
nitius flagitium, illia extrema lam salus et
4. Tac« An »f l.ld.l,
5. Tac. Ah,. 1,34.1,
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BÂvi&tentea pieKieqm# ma tree et ooalug## eanmqu# 
lamenta addunt anlmoe# Hex allie In awdaelam, 
alite ad feAeidlnem opportune; inoertl iotue 
vulner» ImgpreTieaf euerum atqw heetium igneratie 
et mentie anfmotu r#perçue*»# relut a terge 
voce* akdee euneta mleeuerant, ut quaedam munimenta 
Romani quael perrupta emieerlnt*
"Th# on# eide eere epurred en hy rletery already won, 
or hy ehame at the thought of yielding; the other drew freeh 
courage from the extremity of their peril, and the cries of 
wire# and mother* standing by. The darkness which emboldened 
the one party was a terror to the other; blow# fell at ran­
dom, wound* earn* non# knew id&enoe, none could tell friend 
from foe* and euoh was the oonfueion wrought by an echo 
Whloh carried what seemed to be the sound of voices fr<m
behind, that the Raoane abandoned on* part of their defence#,
d
believing that they had been forced," Often Taoitu* refer# 
to the ignominy whioh aooompaniee defeat, motivating the 
soldier* to strain their utmost for victory. The emotional 
impetus supplied by having wive* and children nearby in a 
fight goaded the soldier* to win,
Rmotione are often regarded a# the couroe of motlva-
7
tion. Of the emotion* pity ie often evoked by the suffering 
of ether*,
Corbulo oum suis oopiie apud ripam kuphratle
6# IV* 01*2—4*
7. Skinner, £g.* cit. * p, 460.
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non earn epeoiem Inelgnlum et armorum prae# 
tulit* ut aiverGltatoa exprotraret, Waeatl maul» 
pull ae vloem coetallitonua almerantee n# laorlmle 
quldem temperore; vl% prae fletu ueurpat* oonaal*. 
utatlo, Deoeeeerat oertamen vlrtuti# et ambltl* 
glerlae# fellolua hominum adfeetum* eola oieerl* 
oordla valebat, et mi%%oree magi#*
“Corbulo and M s  a m y  met them on the hank# of the 
Buphrate#, hut with no such show of arms or decorations as 
alg^t reproach them hy the oontraet# Filled with grief and 
compaeeioD for the lot of their comrade#, the maniple# could 
not refrain from weeping, and were ecar*e able to salute 
them for their tear#. The #pirit of emulation and the 
thirst for glory, sAiloh move men in euocess, were gone; the
one feeling th%t prevailed was pity, and that was felt most8
in the lowest ranks." Taoitu# recognise# two contrasting 
typo# of motives in this quotation*»*tbe motives of self 
assertion that arise from succès#, lAioh was aheent in this 
particular instance* and the motivation to pity* % moral 
emotion because it can be felt in relationship to a group 
of others*
Hate is a strong motivating force to individuals* it 
1# a general term to stand for all negative feelings and 
attitudes toward persons, objects, events, and circumstance# 
which are frustrâtIve* Brnotion# are expressed physiologically 
by #ome overt action of the subject upon the environment.
8* T&o. XV.ld.4-d*
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P#&r ie oloeely allied to hate » and ae auch fear prompts
9
aggreesire activity,
Oppsrlebatur Hero, ut Veetluu# quoque consul in 
erlaen attraheretur, violentum et Infeneum ratue; 
eed e% ooaiureti# cone ilia cum Veetino noh laia» 
cuerant, quidam retuetie in sum elmultatlbue, 
pluree, quia praeoipitem et ineociabllem credo* 
bant, Cotorum Heroni odium adrereue Vcetinum e% 
intima eodalitate coopérât, dum hie ignavlam 
principle penltue cognltam doepiclt, ill® feroolam 
amiei metuit, eaepe aeperie facetiis Inlueue, 
quae u M  multum e% vcro trazere, acre® eul memo* 
rlam rellnquunt, Acceeserat repene o&uea, quod 
Veetinue statlliam Mowealinam matrimonlo eibl lunzorat, hand neeelue inter adultérés eiue et 
Caee&rem eeae»
*Bero was waiting for the Consul Voetinus to he in*
criminated with the reet, regarding him as a hot-headed and
dieaffected person. But in truth none of the conspirators
had taken him into their counsels; some had old quarrels
with him; the majority thought him headstrong and imprao*
tio&hle. Heroes fear and hatred of him had sprung out of
their close intimacy, during which Veetinue had leamt to
appreciate and despise his contemptible character, Hero
had often quailed before the rough jests of hie outspoken
friend; for when gives have much that ie true in them, they
leave a rankling memory behind. And Veetinue had added a
freeh cause of offence by marrying Statilia Keeealina, thou#i10
well aware that Hero was among the number of her lovers,"
9. Symonds, cit,. P. 
10* Tac# "An,, XV#6S,3—5,
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Therefore, in addition to the qonteopt and apparent 
hate #hioh familiarity with Veetinue bred in  Hero, there was 
the personal motive of mietreee attachment. This was a hate 
that aroee froa feellngm of repreeeed hoatillty and a 
failure to adjust in the past# Hate as a moral amotion 
commonly refers to the attitude of dislike of one person for 
another, hut in a more general sense, hate 1# the opposite 
of loVe which is the recognition of value in others. Bate 
reeults in some form of aggression, and only when aggressive 
tendencies of ]hate hove been directed into certain satisfy­
ing channels, can love direct itself into morally accepted
situations. Hatred may he aroused if the loved one is attach* 11
ed.
Hence, just as hate is a strong motivating force, love 
Impels to the strongest limit of endurance. Time and again 
the Romans expended every effort for their wives and children. 
Tacitus would have us know that love was a strong force on 
the battlefield, *#e go to the defense of whatever we
10love— object, ideals or person— by attacking the attacker*
Tacitus felt this love as universal, for the Barbarl
had the same emotions as the Romans,
Arminium super insitam vlolentlam, rapta uxor, 
subiectus survltlo uxorls uterus vaecordem age-
11. Symonds, oo. cit*. pp. 557-40,
12, Symonds $ Ibid.
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bant; volit&batque per Chernaooe, arma in 3eg**tam,
arma In Caeaaram poacena,
"At all time# violant in temper, Arminiue ?ae driven
to franmy ty the capture of his wife, and the thought of her
unborn child condemned to slavery* He flew hither ana thither
among the Charuacl, calling them to arma against segeete#
13
and against Caesar,"
At another time, appealing to the Iowa of soldiers
for their native country, Arminius says;
81 patrlam, parentes, antiqua mallent quam dom* 
ino# at colonias novas, Armlnlum potius glorias 
ao llhertatis, quam Sagastam flagltlosaa servi* 
tutls duoam sequarantur,
"If they preferred their fatherland, their fathers
and their fathers* waya, to living under maatere in new*
fangled oolonlae, let them follow Arminius to liberty and
14
to glory, rather than degestes to sham# and elaveryf"
Armlnlue knew that hie appeal was to one of the strongest 
motives a soldier can possess,
Tacitus admired the Germans very much, probably because 
he felt they had a society that might well be copied by the 
Homans in their present state of degradation. In the dermanla 
he remarks;
. , * , quodque praseipuum fortitudinis inoitamen* 
turn set, non casus, neo fortuits oonglobatlo turmam aut cuneum facit, sed familias et propin*
13 * Tac * dû*’ -i-*59***l* 14* Tac#. , l.b.i.d», 7 #
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guitatea; et in proximo pignora, unde feminarum 
ululatue audiri, unde mgitus Infantium, Hi 
ouique eanotieeimi teetee, hi m&ximi laudatore#.
Ad matree, ad coniuges vulnera feruntj nee ilia* 
mmerare aut exigera plaga# pavant, eibosque at 
hortamlna pugnantibua gaatant*
Hamoria# prodittir quaadam aoiaa Inolin&ta# lam at 
lahantaa a faminla raatltutaa oonatantla praeum 
at ohieotd inpaiientius famlnarum auarum nomine tlmant, ad#o ut affiaaalw# ohligantur anlmi civi* 
tatarn, quihua inter oheldea pueilae quoque nobllea imperantur#
"And ehat meet etimulatee their courage le, that their
aquadrone or hattalione, inataad of being formed by chance
or by fortultoue gathering# are compoeed of famillee and
olane* Cloee by them# too# are thcee deareet to them, eq
that they hear the ehrieke of women, the orlee of infante.
They are to every man the meet eaored witneeeee of hie bravery*
they are hie meet generoue applaudere. The aoldier bringe
hie wounde to mother and wife, who ehrink not from counting
or even dem&andlng them and who adminieter both food and
encouragement to the oombatante. Tradition eaye that
armie# already wavering and giving way have been rallied by
women who, with eameet entreatiee and bceome laid bare#
have vividly repreeented the horror® of captivity idxich the
Germane fear with euch extreme dread on behalf of their
women# that the etrongeet tie by which a state can be bound
is the being required to give, among the number of hoetagee,
lbmaidene of noble birth."
IS, Tao. Ger,. VIIvVIII, Trane, by Church and ürod* 
ribb. Hew York* The Modern library# 1942,
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Taoitue felt that women and ohilàren were etrong emotional
motivation® to 8olülere-*even on the battlefront,
AKTloola. other than being a biography of Taoltue*
father»ln»law, deal® extensively with motivating influence*
in the army. The Brltone, in talking about the mieerie* of
subjection, expressed their motivations for war a* fatherland,
wives, and parents. They felt that their motives were
strongly contrasted with the morally disapproved motives ofId
greed and profligacy of the Romans. The feeling is strong
throughout chapter# eleven through nineteen that peace had
greatly enervated the Britons, and idleness had demoralised
the Roman troops to Uie point of mutiny. Prom the Histories
are examples of impelling drive# in the anny, toe, % #
following will tend to show what Tacitus felt the mwaln motiv»
ations to be;
Nunc initia oausasque motu# Vitelliani expedlam, 
Caese cum omnibus ooplis lullo Vindiee ferox 
praeda gloriaque exeroltus, at oui sine labor# 
ae perioulo ditlesiml belli victoria eveniseet, 
expeditionem et aclem, praemia quern stipendia 
malebat,
"And now let me relate the beginnings and the cause# 
of the Vitellian movement. Raving destroyed Julius Vindex 
with all hie forces, the army had become elated with the 
plunder and the glory of a campaign which had given them, 
without toll or danger, a victory rich in spoil; and deeming
Id, Tnc, Agr., .
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pay not so good as nrize*monsy, they hankered after campaigns 17
and battles,"
Igitur 8equanta Asduisque ac delnds, prout opul- 
sntla olvltatlbus arat, Infensl sxpugnatlones 
urblum, populationes agrorum, raptus pen&tium 
hauserunt anlmo, super ayarltlam et adrogantiam, 
praaolpua valldorum ritia* oontumacla Gallorum 
Inritati, qui remisearn sibi a Galba quartern tri» 
butoruffl partem at publics donates in Ignominiaa 
exercitua iactabant.
"?ull of wrath, against the Ssquani and the Aedul and
other communities in proportion to their wealth, the soldiers
revelled in the idea of storming cities, ravaging fields,
and rifling homes, their wrath being stirred against those
tribes, not merely because of their rapacity and arrogance»*
faults common to all powerful communitles**but also because
of the Impudent and insulting manner in whloh they had
boasted of the favour# they had received from Galba, one of
18
which was the remission of a fourth part of their tribute."
. . . .  sed plurlma ad flngendum oredendumque 
materies in ipsls oastris, odio metu et, ubi 
virls sua# respexerant, seeuritate.
"But the chief material for fiction and for credulity
lay in the wrath and the fears of the army Itself, which
19looked to its own numbers and felt secure,"
Intumuere statlm superbia fsrociaque et pretium 
itineris donativum, duples stipendium, augeri
17. a,le t .. 1.51,1.
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@quiturn numerua, promissa aane a Vltelllo, poatu- 
iabant, non ut adsequereatur, sed oauaam sedition!, 
J£t flacoua multa ooacedendo nihil aliud effecerat 
quam ut aoriu* expoaoerent qua* aolebant nega* turum*
"They at oace buret out with Ineolent demande, asking 
for a donatlY* ae a reward for their march, together with 
double pay, and an addition to the number of their cavalry»» 
thing* certainly whloh had been promised by Vltellius, but 
whloh they now asked for, not with the expectation of getting 
them, but to provide an ex*use for their defection, 
yiaccu* conceded much; but this only made the men press20more urgently for what they knew he would refuse them."
On# may conclude that the motivations in the army of 
Rome were many, but mo#t of them seem to indicate a sort of 
personal selfishness on the part of the soldier. One of the 
most oommon motives was greed*»a desire to gain a victory 
rich in spoils. A* stated before, self-interest is probably 
the strongest motivating force, and In caaee like the above 
one might say the desire In the soldiers was for profit»» 
personal aggrandizement. Anger 1# another motivating, moral 
emotion, evoked by moral disapproval, but sometimes it lost its 
moral implication when the eyes of the men in the army were on 
the riches to be derived from a campaign, In some instances 
there was an envy and resentment on the part of the soldiers be- 
cause of some favor they felt others had recelved-»jealousy
20. Tao. aist,. IV.19,
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Im a strong moral ©motion whloh leads to hostile acta In
attempts to harm the other person, to destroy hie prestige,
to acquire his property, and to degrade him in the eyes of 
21
others. In other inetancee, the actual realisation of 
their een eeakneeee# aroused a sense of guilt in the soldiers, 
and the sense of guilt would only goad them on more strongly 
to make demands which they knew t h^ would not hare filled* 
Their demands were a ooverlap for their own failures, W t  in
their demands the minds of their leaders were distracted22
and kept from realising the defection of the soldiers.
Adversity is always a strong force to action. In
addition to showing an understanding of mob psychology when
he says a mob without a leader is always hasty, timid, and
without energy, Tacitus comprehends the significance of the
situation by stating that the aray dropped its weapons and
fled. This adversity bred discord among them and led ulti#̂25
mately to mutiny*
Another strongly stressed motivation is the greed of 
individuals for popularity and power* flattery was a practice 
which seemed to be disgusting to Tacitus, and yet it was a 
/ oommon praotiee in Rome #W&red alike by the rulers and the
21, aymonds, go, lit,, p# 103,
22. see 20 supra*
ElSt.,17.37.
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Roman people| the former to win popularity and the latter to 
he "on the in", thereby hoping in some way to keep from
being punished for some small misdemeanor, imaginary or real*#
it didn’t seem to matter much,
Sed ecelerie oogitatio incertum an repens; etudia 
militum lam pdiidém Ope eueoeseioni# aut par®tu
faoinoris adfectarerat, in itinere, in againe* in stationihme vetuetieeimim quemque militum 
nomihe voeans ae memeria Sironiani coaltatu# 
eontubemalls appellande; alies agnoecere, 
quoedaxt requirere et peounia aut gratia luware, 
ihserende saepius querela® at ambiguës de Oalba 
sermenes quaequd alia turbsmenta rulgi,
"Sow far the idea was new to him is uncertain. Se
hskd for some time been courting the favour of the soldiers,
either in hopes of the succession, or to pave the way for
some daring attesqpt, During the journey from Spain, on the
march or during halts, he would aduress the older men by
name, calling them "oomrades", in remembrance of their
companionship on Sere’s suite; recognising some, asking
after others, and offering help in money or in interest,
A e n  from time to time he would let fall hints of grievances
against Galba, such as would unsettle the minds of the 
24
soldiers," These soldiers were already disgruntled because 
of hard marches, scanty food, and rigid discipline. Then, 
too, it flatters people to call them by name, Ihe emperor 
Otho recognised the value of finding a common grob»d and
'4, Tao. m e t . . I,23.1.a.
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making himself one of the coianscn herd. Money and interest 
in the other person often wine him over to the side of a 
leader. Aoorc all, the fundamental truth here exproeeed le 
that one man had various ways of motivating the "vulgus."
Any kind of greed Is an adveroe motivation, morally 
disapproved, hut greed for money Is particularly rejected 
hecause of the reaction it aooospllshes in relation to others, 
Muolanns, a man of distinguished hlrth and the grandson of 
the wealthy Crasmis# was seleoted as an individual whose 
dominating drive was for more money. He kept saying 
"money was the sinews of civil war, and regardless of law 
and justice in his ̂ msotions, Kuolanue lo<^d only to the 
amount of a smn*s wealth, kvsryone was Informed against; 
every wealthy man wa# plundered," Ks eelaed all wealthy 
men$
. , , , quae gravia atque Intoleranda, sed neoeee* 
itate armorum exousata etlam in pace mnaere, , ,
"oppressive and Intolsrahle methods like these might 
he excused by the ncoesslties of war; but they were contln# 
ued also in tlsm of peace," Mucianus was clever; he gave 
freely from his own personal treasmyy for public expenses, 
but he enjoyed freedom of relmbupsement from hie people.
lac. Hist,. 11.84,3,
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According to Symoncis, fear is an immediate retponse
to a present danger situation. It Is characterised not
cuUy ty th* physiological reaction and its emotional aocom*
Ë6paniment, but also by the motor reaction of escape.
Taoltue recognises fear as a motivation:
Tltim inde Ylnium invasere, de quo et ipso ambl- 
gitur coneumpserltne vocem slue ins tans metus* 
an proolamaverlt non ease ab Othone mandatum ut 
occiderstur, quod aeu fimilt formidine aeu 
coswclsntiam ooniuratloni# confessua eat, hue 
potiua elua vita famaque inclinât, ut oonacius 
soeleris fuerit euiua causa erat*
"Then Titus Vinlua vas attacked. About him too it
is disputed whether instant terror rendered him speechless,
or whether he protested that Otho had not ordered hie death#*
a speech which may have been either an Invention prompted
by fear, or a confession that he was privy to the plot. The
latter vlew-*that he was an accomplice in the crime of which
he had been the cause#-!* more in harmony with his previous
27
life and reputation,"
The last clause verifies the assumption that Tacitus 
also realised the possibility that knowledge of guilt and 
fear of discovery oftentimes lead to a deep-rooted fear.
Guilt shows itself most olearly in a variety of fear* more 
or less openly expressed. Perhaps the most basic expression
26* Symonds, o£. cit., pp. 156*37. 
37. Tac. Hist..
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Of guilt le fear,
#hen the troops of Vltellius, the Emperor, were finally 
vanquished by the Flavians, Vltellius had to look around for 
a means of escape, Tacitus makes a remark about Vltellius, 
but in remarking ae he docs, he generalizes on the subject 
of fear:
D#in mobilitate ingenli et, quae natura pavoris 
est, cum omnia metuenti praesentla maxime dlspllc- 
erent, in Palatlum regreditur vaatum desertumqu#, 
dllapeis etiam Infimis servltiorum aut occursum 
eius decllnantibus. Terret aolltudo et tacentes 
loci; temptat olausa, Inhorrescit vaculs; fesoue- 
que mleero errors et pudenda latebra semet ocoul- 
tans ab lullo Plaoido tribuno cohortls protrahi* 
tur,
"Then with his usual inconstancy of purpose, and with
the natural tendency of a man who fears everything to be
most disquieted by what he sees before him, he returned to
the desolate and deserted Palace, where even the lowest of
the menials had either slunk away or shrank, from meeting him.
He was terrified by the solitud^and the silence; he tried
closed doors, and shuddered at the emptiness, fsaried at
last with his wretched wandering, he concealed himself in
a mean hiding-place, whence he was dragged forth by the
29
Tribune of a cohort, Julius Plaoidus," It is interesting 
to note that here is a shunned man, thoroughly terrified by 
silence and emptines8--fertile grounds for fear.
2S. Tac, Hist.. 111,84.
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Th#r# is one motivation amongst these Romans that 
seem# to exceed all others**# motivation probably derived
mythologically from the old classification of loyalties In
ehioh loyalty to the state oame first, Ihie oas the honor*
30
able *mori pro patrie," Tacitus recognises this in many
instances, one of the notable cnee being when the fraetorian
Camp eae being defended toward the end of the Civil m r
between the Flavian» and Vitellian#, The reaietanoe seemed
to make the victor# only more eager.
Ilrbem senatui ac popnlo Romano, templa die reddita; 
proprinm eee# militie deeue in oastris; illam 
patriem, llloe penatie* , * • , Contra Vitelliani, 
qnamqnam numéro fa toque diepares, inquietare vie* toriam, morari paoem, domes arasque oruore feeder# supreme vlotie eolaoia ampleotebantur,
Kulti eemianimes super turris et propugnskoula 
moenium expiravere; oonvulsie portis reliquu# 
globu# obtulit ee victorious, et osoidere omnee 
oontrariis vulneribue, versi in hoetem; ea oura 
etlam morientibue deoorl exitue fuit.
"They had given back to the Senate and the Feople of 
Rom# their city, to the Code their Temples; but the epeolal 
pride of the eoldier was hie camp* That wa# hie country, 
that hie home; , , , , The Vitellian#, on the other side, 
although inferior in number# and with fate against them, 
made victory dear, holding out to the last, and revelled in 
befouling altars and hearths with blood a# affording the 
last solace to the vanquished. Many lay half dead upon the 
tower# or battlements of the walls and there breathed their 
last; the remainder, bursting open the gates, threw themselves
3CL Trane, "to die for one’s country.'
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in one body upon the vlotore, and perlehed to a man, their
wound» In front, their f&oee to the foe, determined, even
31
In their last moment», to die with honor," their life warn
alweye a question of doing ehat wae honorable»»llving and
dying honorably*#» moral eenee of duty to their country,
Friendahipe formed a strong motivating force in the
life of the Roman, Friendship* with popular men led to
proeperou# live# ae long as popularity lasted. Book IV of
the Annal* ekllfuliy y picture# the punishment» of the many
friend# of Oermaniou# when üejanue was in favor,
lunlo Bilano et Sillo #erv* eoneulihu# foedum 
anal primeipnm ince##it tracts in oarcerem imlue- 
trl equite Remano, Title Babioo, oh amioitiam 
Oermanieif neque enlm omieerat eonlugem liheroe* 
qu# elm# pereolere, seetator demi, eomee in pub* 
lie*, poet tot cliente# unue eoque apud bone# 
laudatu# et gravi# inlquie,
"Ihi# year had a bad beginning, Titiu# sablnue, an
illuetriou# Roman knight, being dragged off to prleon for
hi# devotion to Germanioue, Per he had omitted no mark of
respect toward# hi# widow and children, visiting them in
their home, and attending upon them in public ; the one still32
faithful of all their former following,"
sojanus wa# in the height of hi# power when he 
wa# having the friend# of Germanioue "liquidated," During
^1. a&ai" iii#s4.3*5.
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the heyday of Sejanus, when he had a strong influence and
hold over Tiberius, the Emperor, because of his underhand
dealings with him, the friends of SeJanus were treated with
much favor, but upon the death of aejanue on# of Aome'm
greatest blood purges took place. Although in one instance
33
Tacitus reports that “executions had whetted his appetite,»
Tiberius gave orders as follows:
Inritatusque suppllclis ounotos, qui oaroere
attlnebantur accueati societatie cum Seiano, ne-
eari lubet, laoult Inmensa etrages, omnia sexue, 
omnle aetas, inluetres ignobilee, diapers! aut 
aggerati.
"At last, excited to madness by all these executions, 
Tiberius ordered that every one who was in custody on the 
charge of complicity with Sejanue should be put to death.
There lay the victims, in untold number; of both eexest̂S4
every age, high and low, singly or huddled together," Ther#-^ 
fore, regardless of rank or station in life, and regardless 
of whether the motive of Tiberius was recognised as a whetted 
appetite, friendship with Sejanus was a strong motive for 
murder after aejanus* death.
Any study of motivation in Tacitus* writings is of 
necessity very incomplete. He understood motivation through 
and through because he was primarily Interested in what people
33. Tao. , VI,19.2*4.
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did and why they did it, must remember, however, ttxat 
it is easy for a person with any prejudice whatsoever to 
exaggerate the motivation of others. There Is no doubt about 
Taoltue* prejudloee, but aside from them, he did report 
objectively on suoh motives ae hate, fear* love, adversity, 
popularity, greed, prestige drive, glory, and friendships.
He thoroughly understood the causes for the actions of people 
and was Interested in what they did as individuals in their 
own social environment.
CHAPTER IV 
IHDIVIWAl. AHD RACE DIPPEREHCB8
primary intereet was not in broad principle# 
or even great acblevementa but wa# in the people reeponelbl# 
for them, not ae humanity in general but ae Indirldual humane. 
His outstanding achievement was in the delineation of ohar* 
aoter through IMlridualitiee which seemed to pervade the 
words and actions of hi# "personalities,*'
Studies in human behavior have forced ecieatists 
working in the field of psychology to conclude that, although 
humans are more alike than they are different, there are 
certain fundamental différences between them. An awareness 
of difference# mean# that we recognize that there is a trait
in one person whloh, in comparison with a similar trait in1
another, presents a difference. The differences with which 
Tacitus deal# and which he seems to reoognls# most readily 
are chiefly personality. He is aware of marked differences 
in physical and intellectual makeups as will be pointed out 
in the «Aiapter on "Leadership," Hut 1h# emotional, personal» 
ity differences seemed to interest him most.
The I n d i v i d u a l  d i f f e r e n c e s  la personality, however 
varied their manifestations, are apparently all of them 
rooted in the total personality. Although they may appear 
especially in certain traits of character, it seems probable
1. Skinner, 0£. cit., p, 85.
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that the differences are deep-seated, and the whole personal-
2
ity is involved.
Behavior is due in part to Innate individual differ- 
ences. Men, it is true, are more like one another in Intell*
eot, character, and skill than they are like dogs or horses. 
Individual differences in personality traits are uadouhtedly 
conditioned to some extent by differences in physique,
health, general and specific learning abilities, and the3
like.
With the Idea of individuality Of personality in 
mind, Tiberius, the eon of Llvia and later, Emperor, 
should be studied, Sis life ihad never been hi* ownito live. 
H&s mother Livl** with an eye to the benefit* to be derived,
/ when Tiberius was four years old, consented to marry Qctav- 
Tiberius, when young, had married Vlpeani^, the 
daughter of Agrippa, best friend and right hand man of 
Augustus; in fact, the husband of hie daughter, Julia. 
Tiberius and Vipsania had a son, Drusus, but he wae forced 
by Augustus, when Vipsania was with child a second time, 
to divorce her and marry Augustus' daughter, Julia, whose 
husband. Agrippa, had died, Tiberius saw Vipsania only 
once after the divorce, but Suetonius says he was so deeply 
affected that care was taken that he would never see her
8. Ibid.. p. 89 
3, Ibid,, pp. 92-92.
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4
again.
Âuguetua had a grandson, Germanious, a much loved
leader of the Romane, upon whom Augustus had Intended to
bestow the Empire, but livla, by entreatiee, persuaded him
to adopt Tiberius, and in turn, made Tiberius adopt Oermani*5
CUB, It is easy, therefore, to understand the fear Tiberius
had for Germanioue, who commanded many legions and was the
6
darling of the people,
Germanioue could have been a natural rival of Di^us, 
whom Taoltus describes as "reveling in bloodshed" and
"passionate in temper to a fault and unable to endure a7
rival." One may conclude, however, from Tacitus that German^ 
lous was too loving and kind a person to indulge in personal 
animosities,
Tiberius followed Augustus as Emperor, In his early 
years Tiberius was secretive--determihsd in his dealing# 
with the soldiers, full of hypocritical hesitations, hoping 
that he might deceive both the populace and the soldiers. He 
had a bent for prolonging commands and for keeping the same 
men in administrative districts until their dying days,
Tacitus felt the motivation behind this was his affinity for 
treating a decision once made eternally valid,--if he 
could not avoid making the decision in the first place.
4. Suetonius, Lives of the Caesars, "Tiberius",2.
5. Tac « An.. IV. 5714^,
6. fac. An., 1,7.9,
7. Tac. An., IV,3.2,
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Some felt that he was selfish and did not wish to see too
many men enjoying preferment. There were also thoa® who
thought his judgment was as slow and undeliherative a# his
Intellect was shrewd. Tacitus remarks that he did not seek
eminent men of virtue, and on the other hand, he detested
vice. He had a fear of the best men privately, and the8
worst he feared hecause of public scandal*
In his dealings with the accused, his countenance
often covered feelings that ran too deep for expression.
Many time* hie deep feeling* were covered by an excess of
9
liberality which he displayed publicly. At other times, as
at the death of Germanicus, all men knew that Tiberius was
10
with difficulty dissembling hi# joy.
A# long a* Germanicus was alive, Tiberius did not
bestow any favors upon his son, Drusus, but after Germanicus*
death, he conferred the Trlbunitlan Power upon his son.
The bestowal of this office upon an Individual practically
marked out the successor to an emperor. (Quite in line
with Tiberius* character it is interesting to note that
he did not confer the position as long as he would have had to
11
make a decision between Germanicus and Drusus).
The praising of Sejanu: his heroic behavior at
a fire began or hurriedly impelled the change in disposl-
8. Tac. An., 1.80,2-3.
9. Tac. An., II.48.1-2,
10. Tac.« An* , III. 14.4.
11. Tao. An., Ill,66.
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tion. îhie, In addition to the death of Drusus, probably
poisoned by sejanus, in 23 A, D* * changed the government of 1&
Tiberius,
During the rlee of Sejanue* wa find Tiberius v&cil* 
lating between mass murders and clemency. Tacitus freely
states that the asperity and unusual frankness with which
Tiberius took the side of the accusers in one situation was 
13
eurprlelng. It was no hard taek, however, for Sejanue to
Induce Tiberius to withdraw from the babble of the multitude,
always suspected by the emperor, and the attacks of hie 
14
malighere. During the indictment of a certain Votlenus 
for the use of language offensive to the emperor, one of the 
witnesses reported in full the eapreeeion* maligning Tiberius. 
Tiberius was completely unnerved and kept crying out that he 
would refute them either on the spot or in a trial. It was 
a difficult task for his friends to restore his equanimity, 
and they resorted to adulation, a practice usually deepleed
by Tiberius, but his listening now seemed to be a proof of15
his incipient degeneration.
Tiberius finally, with suggestions from Sejanus, de- 
cided to withdraw from Rome, At this time in his life 
Tacitus gives us a picture of his physical appearance which 
Tacitus seems to feel made him very self conscious and deslr-
12. Tac. An,, IV.17.1.
13. Tac. ia* » 17.30.4.14. lac. 1^., IV.41,
15* Tac. M "  IV.42.3.
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eus of secluding himself from the world. He is described as
tall, round shouldered and abnormally slender figured, with
a head without a trace of hair, and an ulcerous face,
16
generally dotted with plasters or medication. Tacitus
has difficulty in deciding just exactly what Tiberius*
motives for withdrawal were. In one instance he statesî
Gaueam absoessus quamquam seoutus plurlmos 
auctorum ad Selanl artss retull, quia tamen 
oaede eius patrata eex postea annos pari secrete 
oonlunxlt, plerumque permoveor, num ad Ipsum re- 
ferri verlus sit, saevltiam ac llbidinem cum 
factle promeret, locis occultante*.
"Sow, although following the authority of most writers,
I have asserted that his retirement was brought about by the
machinations of Sejanus, yet seeing that he continued to live
in equal seclusion for six years after Sejanus was put to
death, I am more inclined to believe that the idea was his
own: hie object being to find some place in which he might17
carry on his cruelties and debaucheries unobserved."
Seclusion for Tiberius brought an added zest in hidden 
vice and flagitious leisure, according to Tacitus. ?or 
his rashness of suspicion and belief remained, and Sejanus, 
who even in the capital had habitually encouraged it, was
16. Tag. An.. IV.67.3*4. Suetonius in "Tiberius",
68, says Tiberius was tall, broad in the cheat, and well# 
proportioned in all his limbs ; he stooped in walking, and 
carried his neck stiffly; he was fair, with hair long behind; 
his face was handsome, subject however to occasional eruptions,
17. Tac. , IV,67.2.
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now more actively unsettling his mind.
Undoubtedly Tlberlue# was a sensitive nature, and the 
Influence of a forced divorce upon a genuine love left its 
mark uoon him. He had retired to Rhodes after his marriage
19to Julia "whose irregularities he had to tolerate or elude,"
Although Tacitus says he retired there to brood over his
20
resentments or to practice hypocrisy and debauchery, Suetonius
states that he lived there a quiet, inoffensive life and
wae studious and kindly, humbly avoiding any occasion of 21
offending, Suetonius does not verify the report of Tacltue 
on Tiberius' exile at Rhodes, whereas he does verify his 
report on Capri. Therefore, one may conclude that whatever 
the true circumstances, his retreat was the result of fric* 
tlon,between himself and Augustus, and that this conflict 
left permanent traces for evil upon the proud and sensitive, 
yet vengeful, beoauee of resentment, nature of Tiberius^ 
Psychologically, Tiberius may be said to have been forced 
throughout hi* lifetime, through his second marriage and 
his having to put aside his own living son for Germanicus, 
after Drusus* death, to reveal to the world a sort of 
selfish, self-love comple*, gelf- love, or narcissism, is 
ftetoriously selfishness. The narcissistic person is self»
abspr%ed. He is proud and vain. These feelings become
18. Tac. , IV.67.
19. Tac. , VI,51.3.
20. Tac. An,. 1.4.5.
21. Suetonius, "Tiberius," 14.4; 32.2.
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the symbols of his strength, hut they are only the shell 
to cover the emptiness within. Self^ahmlratlon may be direct* 
ed toward the body, or a person may admire his moral virtues 
and feel proud that he is law#abiding, continent, temperate, 
and clean, A man may admire his t sexual potency and virility. 
There ie the Implication made by Tacltue that this was one 
of Tiberius* pitfalls, but it is ludicrous to assume that 
a man who lived the continent life Tiberius did for his first 
seventy : years would suddenly change to the lascivious lust- 
ful Tiberius at Gapr^,
Another form of narcissistic expression may be in the 
tendency to domineer, to demonstrate power, or in the wish 
to aggrandise oneself by controlling others and banding them 
to one*s will; In this way one demonstrates that he is a 
atrong man and thereby adds to his own self-feeling, Be may 
place demands on others for attention, praise, honor, compase-
,
ion, or gratitude. Re needs praise and admiration from others 
whether he deserves it or not and frequently hopes to be 
admired for qualities which do not exist or to be praised 
for achievements which are not worthy of commendation, Ae 
a result of hie selfishness, really insecure personally, he 
is greedy in his demands on others. He pay be importunate 
in his demands for advice or for help in difficulties, Tac­
itus points out Tiberius* gro#M% reliance on Sejanus,
The narcissistic person is sensitive to neglect, to
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bellttlement, and to criticism. He worries lest his personal 
qualities fail to meet his standards of excellence. He 
is more than ordinarllariconcerned with his appearance.
Taoltue explicitly etatee that Tiberius was especially 
sensitive to his appearance and may have withdrawn from Rome 
for that reason, or that he may have left for reasons mention­
ed above,
Tiberius was a domineering person, Aa
of the "delatores," he forced Rome into more crime, shameful
bribery and fear than ehe had ever known before. The more he
became conecloue of hie crimes, the more he turned his affaire
over and relied upon hi# minister gejanue, and the more he
23
began to listen to the pralee from other#. Tacltu# praise# 
hi# unconcern and dislike of sycophancy a# a young man, but 
as he grew oluer, he craved it. There is little doubt that 
Tiberius was narcissistic, but it *eems apparent that hi# 
narcissism was forced on him from the outside— a result of 
many frustrating circumstances. Tacitus knew there wa# 
something wrong with Tiberius, but he did not know the name 
for it. Modern psychology ha# named it narcissism.
Another individual, emperor, who Is eminent because 
of certain individual differences, wa# Claudius—
. . . .  animo almul et corpore hebetate.
22, symonde, jgp. nit.. pp. 542-46,
23. Tao, An., IV.^2.2.
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. vigor of mind and body dulled."
Physically. Claudius waa unattractive, but he waa an 
easy person to get along with. He waa usually, in fact, 
Taoltua would say always, clement In hi* dealings with 
others, especially his wife, Meesallna^-as well as alway* 
being a victim of her charms, Tacitus is forced to admit that 
Claudius* blindness as far as Messalina was concerned was 
finally ended, and he was driven to avenge the excesses of 
his wife. It is characteristic of the weakness of Claudius 
that he entrusted all the action in the accusation of Messal- 
ina to his freedman and chief secretary, Harclseus. His 
whole government, in truth, was marked by the power or ascend­
ancy he gave freedmen, and the indiscipline, the incapacity, 
and corruption which pervaded the Bmpire, Mithradates, who 
had been encouraged by Claudius to resume the throne of Armen* 
ius,la betrayed by the Homan force assigned to him for pro* 
tectlon and is allowed to perish; Sbadr&tu"# the legate of 
Syria, listens to the basest advice rather than take one bold 
step against a murderer and usurper, Radamlmtus, Pslignus, 
the Procurator of Oappadocla, sells himself to Radamistus, 
Claudius was too feeble to do anything about the turmoil in 
his own Jrapire. Despite his weaknesses, Tacitus treats him 
kindly probably because of his innate physical and mental
24, Suetonius, "Claudius", V.2.
25. Tac. An.. XI.25.8.
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differences.
There are other kinds of individual differences recog­
nized in Tacitus, The two consuls Trio and Hegulus are 
ooApared. former;
. , facilis capessendis inimicitiis et foro exeroi- 
tua . . . .
who was of an aggressive temper, and versed 
in the ways of the law-court#*" The latter:
, , 111#, niel laceeeeretur, modeetiae retlnen#, non 
modo rettullt collegam, aed ut noxium coniurationls 
ad dlequleitionem trahebat,
. who, except under provocation, was a man of
peace, not only repudiated the charge, but proposed to bring
hi# colleague to trial for having himself taken part in the 
2?
conspiracy*"
The character of &alu# Caesar 1# one of interest. E#
had a monetrou# ohar&cter (Immanem animum) shlch was masked
with a hypocritical modeetyi Be seemed to ae somewhat of a
chameleon as he always matched the mood of Tiberius* ghat-
ever mood Tiberius assumed for the day, hie grandson assumed
the corresponding attitude and eul+ad his words to the temper
of the Emperor* A later epigrammatist Paesleaus said of
Galus Caesar that "The world never knew a better slave, nor
28
a worse master,"
26, Tap. , XII.45-49.
27, Tao, An., V.ll.28, ?ac. An., VI.20.2.
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Jfiirery leader in Tacitus* writings possesses outstanding dif­
ferences which set him aside from other men, but that is the 
study of "leadership,"
Cloeely allied to individual differences are race 
differences. The foodworth psychoneurotic Inventory has 
found distinct race differences. Investigators, however, 
incline to the opinion that these differences, instead of 
indicating fundamental trends in racial constitution, are
really an expression of varying mores, (customs), and habits
29
of thought and action. In any well*deflned "race* or general 
stock, there are, in spite of the diversities, certain general 
characteristics which are different from the corresponding 
characteristics of other stocks* Racial differences in 
stature, body form, color of skin, eyes and hair, shape of 
the skull, texture of the hair, and other structural details 
are obvious àuû are very little affected by the environment# 
some of them practically not at all. Differences in re­
sistance to specific disease and to heat and cold are also 
30
marked. That there are characteristic national tralts-- 
mean differences from other nations--is Indisputable.
Taoltue acknowledged little peculiarities of different races.
He apparently knew the Greeks quite well when he stated;
29. Symonds, P. M,, Diagnosing Personality and Con­
duct. Hew York: The MacMillan Company, 1938, p. 171.
30. Skinner, o£. cit., p. 103.
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, , , , promptla Graecorum animis ad nova et mira.
, , , the love of the Greek miad for all that ie 
51strange and marvelloue," It was this avidity for the new
that made the Greeks pioneers in all the arts and sciences.
In another place he reported;
, , , , deeidlam llcentiamque Graeoorum retins- 
bant#
32
. , it remained Greek In Indolence and licence."
Again and again, the barbarians are classified as
sbme particular kind.
Bt barbarie ounotatlo servllis, etatlm exsequi 
reglum videtur.
"Barbaric sentiment brands delay as slavish, and expects53
instant action from a king."
, . . . barbarornm Impetus acres cunctatlone 
languesoere aut In perfldiam mutarl.
", . . . even though the enthusiasm of barbarians Is
54
lively, delay chills it or changes it into treachery."
The Parthlane are characterised as tolerant of prince*
55
when absent and fickle to them when present. The Seleuolane 
are fepreaented a# great flatterer*; They, unlike many foreign 
groups to Tacitus, had net degenerated into barbarism. Indl-
51, Tan. An,, V.10.2. Çf, Be* Testament."The Acts", 17,
21. "Bow alTtheTAtbenlane anc the strangers sojourning there 
spent their time in nothing else, but either to tell or to 
hear some new thing,"
32' Tap' Hiet,. III.47.55. Tao, An,, VI.52.3,
54. Tac. An., Ill,12.4.
55. Tac. An., VI.38.5.
?0
vidual differences seemed great to them,
Trecenti opi'bus aut sapientia delect! ut aenatus, 
eua populo via.
"It has a Senate of three hundred citizens, selected
for their wisdom or their wealth; and the people have
36
powers of their own," Although the wealth is a rather super*
ficial difference, it may be based upon the ability of some
to acquire it. Of course, Tacitus is taking advantage of
an opportunity here to satirize the Roman Senate, too. In
another instance, he la satirizing Rome by comparison:
* . . , nam populi imperium luita libertatem 
paucorum domlnutio regiae llbidlni propior eat.
• • • • for whereas popular rule is closely allied to
liberty, domination by the few la near akin to kingly absol*
37
utiem," Where there is liberty and freedom in a country, 
there will be greater recognition of individual differences, 
but where there 1# absolutism, little recognition of individual 
differences. This sentence above arose from the many quarrels 
the seleucians had with the Parthlane, and in one of the last 
altercations, Artabanus, the king, had sacrificed the populace 
to the aristocrats, a procedure felt by Tacitus to exist in 
Rome.
This statement is made of the Arabs :
moi Acbarue Arabum cum exercitu abscedunt, 
levitate gentili, et quia experlmentis cognitum
36, Tac. An,. VI.42,1.
37. Tac. An., Ibid.,3.
n
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*et bafbarcB malle Roma petere regee cu&m habere* 
♦ , * . eoon Acbarue, King of the Arabian*, demerted
with him following; partly from the natural fickleness of 
their race, partly because experience had taught them that 
the Parthlane were acre inclined to fetch their kings fromas
Heme than to keep the# when they came** The Arabs were
cn the side of the farthianw who had brought Meherdatee,
one of their own Homan trained princes, back to their own
land to fight the tyranny of a certain intolerable Gotarses,
who finally, insidiously# corrupted the fidelity of the39
various forces fighting him* Tacitus thought that the 
fickleness of the Arab* wae innate and that they would have 
deserted anyway, but that is probably a question open to debate.
The problem of the Jews has always been an interesting,
argumentative one. The Jews were granted much of what remains
to US of the fifth book of the Bistories. #rom the viewpoint
of the Christian and the conflict that then raged and always
has raged between the Jews and gentiles or other groups#
Chapter V Is particularly informative*
Hi rltus quoquo modo induetl antiquit&te defenduntur; cetera institute, sinistra fceda, prcVitate valu* ere, %am pceeimus qulsque epretls rcllgionlbus 
patrlis tribute et stipes illuc congerebant, unde 
auotae ludascrum res, et quia apud Ipsos fidee obstinata, miserloordia in promptu, sed auversus 
omnis alios hostile odium, eeparati epulis, die* 
oreti oubilibus, proiectleeima ad llbidlnem gene,
38, Tac. A&., %II.14.2.
39. yac. An# « XI I# 10*13*
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alienarura concubitu abstinent; inter se nihil 
inlicitum. Circujncitlere genitalia instituerunt 
ut diversitate noscantur, Transgressi in morem 
eorum idem usurpant, n@o quicquam prlue Imhuuntur 
quam conteumere decs, exue-re patriam, parentes 
liheroe fr&trea villa habere* Augendae tamen 
multitudlni consulltur; nam et necare quemquam 
ex agnatia nefas, animosque proelio aut auppliclis 
peremptorum aeternoa putant; hlno generandl amor 
et morlendi contemptua. Corpora condere quam 
cremare e more Aegyptlo, eademque cura et de 
Infemia persuasio, caeleetlum contra, Aegyptli 
pleraque anlmalla effigieeque compoaltaa venerantur, 
ludael mente sola unumque numen intellegunt: pro-
fanoB qui deum imagines mortallbUB materll* In 
apeoiea hominum efflngant; aummum'lllud etaeteroum 
neque Imltablle neque interlturum. Igltur nulla 
simulacra urbibus euie, nedum templls slstunt; 
non reglbue haeo adulatlo, non Caeaarlbue honor.
Bed quia saoerdotee eorum tibia tympanlequeconolne- 
b&nt, hedera vinciebantur vitlsque aurea in templo 
reperta, liberum patrem ooli, oomltorem Orient!*, quidam arbitrât! sunt, nequaquam oongruentibus 
Inetitutle* Quippe liber feetoa laetosque ritus 
poauit, ludaeorum mo* abaurdus aordldusque.
"These rites, whatever their origin pay have been, 
are excused by their antiquity; but their other practices, 
which are unolean and revolting, have been adopted out of 
sheer depravity* Their wealth has been built up out of 
tribute and contributions from the vilest o# mankind,who 
have renounced the religion of their own country. Compassion­
ate and unflinchingly loyal to each other, they hate all other 
men with a deadly hatred. They take their meals apart; they 
sleep apart; and though as a race they are prone to lust, and 
deem nothing among themselves unlawful, they have no inter­
course with foreign women*
*They practise circumcision to have a distinguishing 
mark from other nations. Their proselytes adopt the same
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practice; and indeed the first lesson which they learni s 
to despise the gods, to abjure their country, and to esteem 
parents, children, brothers, as of no account. Yet the Jew* 
take thought for the increase of the race; they deem It 
wicked to slay any additional infanta born to them. The 
souls of those who have perished in battle or by torture they 
hold to be immortal: hence their passion for raising offspring,
and their contempt of death.
"They follow the Egyptian oustom of burying their dead, 
in preference to that of burning them: their beliefs also as
to the world below are the same ae those of the Egyptians, 
though not as to thing* in heaven. The Egyptians worship 
many animals, some with composite forms: the Jews worship
with the mind alone. They believe in only on# God**a God 
supreme and everlasting, who may not be portrayed, and who 
will never die; and they deem it impious, out of mortal matter, 
to fashion effigies of Gods after the likeness of men. Ro 
images therefor# are permitted in their cities, much less in 
their Temples; they bestow no such flattering distinction 
upon either Kings or Caesars.
“There are some who have thought that because their 
priests sing to the accompaniment of flutes and cymbals, 
wearing chaplets of ivy, and because a golden vine was found 
within the Temple, the God whom they worship must be Father
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Liber, the conqueror of the East, hut there is no resemblance 
between the rites of the two religion*. Those ordained by 
Liber are festive and joyous; those of the Jews have neither 
charm nor dignity." The main differences, as Tacitus saw 
them, therefore, between the Romans and Jews hinged upon the 
religions, but Tacitus seemed to feel that the Jews were just 
"different."
This is a cureory review of individual differenees 
and race or nationality differences as found in Tacitus,
The point is that Tacitus was locking at each indlvidu&l 
like Tiberius and Claudluh as having something that set
apart from others. Of course, there was a true physical 
weakness and mental incapacity behind his evaluation of 
Claudius, but it seems that Tiberius developed his differences 
as a result of the life that was forced upon him. Race 
differences should be viewed from the angle that most of 
such differences are based upon custom, but Tacitus seemed 
to look at them from the viewpoint of a Roman, and tried 
to find differences on that basis. However, Tacitus recog* 
nlzed differences, and made use of them in his delineation 
of individuals and peoples.
CHAPTER V 
l&Al&aSHIP
Clo##ly lnter#ov*n with individual difference# ie 
leadership. It is the ability t© lead which segregate# an 
individual from the common run, but Tacitus made such a 
point of certain characteristics to he found in leaders 
that this subject deserves speeial attention*
Too often men with wealth and without ability, men 
with "pull,* men who promis# much and give little, men who 
gain positions of responsibility only beoaus# they have a
pleasing appearance get into control. This is one reason1why there ie so much social unrest. At time# the Homan* 
found themselves with a physically attractive, eleqaoht 
leader who was not at all the man they thought he would 
be, The man who is physically outstanding presents the 
appearance of having strength, vigor, force, power**all 
in his favor when it comes to dominating a social situation. 
The monarch or dictator, upon whom prestige is bestowed 
by any means, ie expected by all to act the part ofa 
national hero.
The trait of ascendance is of paramount importance 
in leaders. Ascendance of manner is usually combined 
with physical power. Tallness of stature, althoughnot
1. Gilliland, o£. Pit,. p, 611,
2. ïoung, P. T., Motivation of Behavior, lew Yorks 
John tiley à Sons, inc., 193*. p. 39ÏÏ7
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al way# a©cesaary, 1» an advantage to leaders. It Is true, 
however, that many leaders have been email or frail men, 
lack of physical size la sometimes a direct basis for the 
development of compensatory traits of great energy and 
endurance. Other traits valuable to leaders are high 
motility* tonus shown in gesture and ring of the voice, 
erect, aggressive carriage, tenacity, faoe*to#faee mode of 
address, and the reinforoemeot of energy flowing from a 
fairly high emotional level. Peeling and outward action 
are, however, under perfect control; they are governed by 
a certain restraint which gives the impression of an un­
limited reserve of power behind them, Physique seems to 
play a dominant role in the qualities of leadership* Then, 
too, in order to lead, it is necessary to *hold back.»
Tnis principle of leadership refer# to holding the feelings 
and emotion# under control and to the conserving of energy. 
Uncontrolled impulses, feelings, and emotion# produce 
excesses, blinded judgmemt, and lowered status. To hold 
emotions in check not only gives great reserve power but 
also creates inscrutability, dot to disclose one*# feelings 
is often disarming and gives personality a quality which 
can neither be plumbed nor fathomed.
Inhibition is a holding back of energy. It keeps 
a person from becoming over-aggressive, inhibition con*
3, Allport, f » H., Social jPsyohology. Ban Francisco: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1024, ppT42S»24V
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tribut## t# l#aâ#r#hlp by holdin# th# sgolatio tendenoi## 
in oh#ok. It conaarve# personal energies in order that 
they may be need effectively In erleee. Leader# usually
secure their power through suggestion and crowd control,5
rather than through reason*
Tacitus seemed to realise that certain character»
Istlce set leaders aside from others. In speaking of
a monarch of the Thracians, he ways;
. . # deque exuerat paedorem, ut vuigum
mlaeratlone adverterst* Bon fraus, non preces, 
nihil omissum, quo amblguos inllceret prompt! 
flrmarentur*
*, * $ . oven his person he left unkempt ae it was, 
to attract the compassion of the multitude. Bothlng that 
trickery or entreaty could do earn left untried to allure 
wBverers or confirm supporters,* Hlero, the leaderla this 
case, understood his people, and there 1* quite an exchange 
of understanding When he assumes his pose to win their 
sympathies,
Corbulo was another general Who realised he had to
put himself on a common ground with his men, fib did not
aoccmipllsh this, however, by going unkempt, fie was fight­
ing the Iberians, a M  although the men had sustained
4, BcfP&rdius, 3:*, I*"*D* Appleton»C#ntury Company, I9SS, p. 157
5. Allport, m *  cit., p. 421. d, Tac. VI.44%2*3.
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no casualties in battle, they were beginning to feel the
etrain of "K* ration* and hardship. In faot, theirs was
a flesh diet whereas the legions* customary diet was grain,
Moreover, there was a shortage of water, a blaaing hot
sun, and long marches, Tacitus says the only mitigating
circumstance was
. , * * patientia duels, eadem pluraqus gregario 
milite toleraatis,
*, , , , the patience and endurance of the
General, who bore all that the common soldiers bore, and7
more besides," Bobody regarded the nam# of Corbulo with
bitterness or rancour.
Bon infensum neo cum hostili odio Corbuloni# 
Borneo etiam barbarie hobebatur, eoqu# consilium 
eius fidum eredebant,
"Bo* the barbarians had no angry or hostile feeling8
against Corbulo, and for that reason trusted his advice," 
Mobility of lineage was another factor which promp* 
ted certain choices in leadership* Gains Cassius was 
outstanding because of a hereditary fortune and austere 
character. It was these two traits that led to his per­
secution by Bsro, Silanus, a friend of Cassius, was on 
BSro*s black list becausei
Sllanus olaritudlns generis St modesta inventa 
praeoellebat.
7, 2a&. A&,, XIV.24.1*
8* Tac* ÂjQ«, XV*B8*1,
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**8ilanu8 W6.» distinguished for hie noble blood .and 
"9
well-ordered youth*" âilaaue had al#o brought Hero's
wrath upon his head by honoring a bust of Galus Cassius
with the inscription Î Duel partluat— **to the leader, of
factions.* That sounded like revolt to Hero; so it was
just the impelling motive Hero needed to attack both Cassius
and Silanus, a youth who, aside from his noble lineage,10really had a temper to match revolution.
A certain Aslatious is mentioned who had proved
himself a leader in the assassination of Gains Caesar,
He had not hesitated to avow hi# complicity to the Roman
people. Consequently fame in Rome was his and he was
chosen as a leader tc foment trouble in Germany,
* , , # quandc gsnitu# Vienna# multisque et 
validi# propinquitatibus subnixus turbare gen# 
tile# nation## promptum haberet.
** * , , Born at Vienna, and having the support of
msny powerful connections there, he had it in hi# power tc
bring about a rising among hi# own tribesmen," Therefore
his lineage was to be used as a foundation from Which he
could identify himself with his people, Although he
was Roman-trained, hi# lineage would lend him influence
among his own people. Many times youth# had been trained
in Rome and had gone back to their own countries to rule.
9. Tac. 3CVI.7.
10 » S&i* *11,
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Usually a leader of thia type not received with favor
unie*# he had been thoroughly vereed in the ouetoma of
12
hie own people. If he could indulge in their sport©,
banquet# and l&eciviou# paetime#, he *ae received,
Eloquence #ae another desirable trait in Homan
leader#, Afer eae a man dletlngulehed beeauee he i*a#
both a great official and an eloquent orator. Hi# celebrity
*aa due to hi# practice ae a pleader. Many men during the
firet century acquired their claim to leadership through
13
their ability to plead caee#.
The power of eloquence to e«ay the mob ie depicted 
in Germanioue* speech to a group of soldier# ready to 
mutiny*
No* mihi uaor aut flliu# patre et republiea 
oariora# aunt, #ed ilium quidem #ua m&ieetae, 
imperium Romaaum eeterl exercltu# defendant, 
Coniugem et liber*# me*#, quo# pro gloria veatra 
liben# ad a&itlum offerram, nunc prooul a fur* 
entibu# aumooveo, ut quidquid ietud aoelerle 
imminet, me* tantum sanguine pietur, neve ooolau# 
Auguati pronepos, Interfeota Tiberii nuru# no* 
centioree vo# fholant,
"Neither wife nor son are dearer to me than my
father and my country; but my father 1# eafe in hie Imperial
Majeety, and the other aroiee of Rome will protect the
Empire, My wife and children, whom I would freely offer
la. Tac. Agu,IS* Isa* aa*, %iY.i»,i.
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up to death for your glory, I am now removing from your
rage; that whatever crime you may yet be meditating may be
wiped out by my blood alone, and that you may not add to
your guilt by the slaughter of the great#grandson of Aug*
14
ustus, the murder of the daughter*in*law of Tiberius,*
German!CUB could speak and knew just vfhat subjects would
touch the hearts of the soldiers. He soon had them grovel*
ling to him.
Supplices ad haec et vera ezprobrarl fatentee, 
orabant puhiret noxioe, ignoeoeret lapsle et 
duceret in hoetem,
"This speech turned the soldier* into suppliants, 
Humbly acknowledging the justice of these reproaches, they 
implored him to punish the guilty, to forgive those who 
had been led astray, and to lead them out against the enemy, 
Germanlcus w$ll knew his power over the soldiers**not only 
a certain lovable quality but also an eloquent rhetorical 
ability to sway them.
One of the most Important determinants of leadership 
was the physical attributes of the leader. Many times 
mental and emotional attributes were affixed to an indi* 
vidual because of his physical characteristics, or Tacitus' 
particular dislike of difbrmitiesV such was Claudius.
Taoitus ascribes to him the characteristics of
15
14, Ta0|, An, § I,42,l<»2,
15, Tac. An., 1.44,1.
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Imàlnutfe mena, "mental im'becillt y a h e n  the auccssaor
to Tlboriu» M&A under consideration. Then troublea arose
with the rbarlane, ha was Oiur&cteriaad as an ignaTO pria»
olpl# "feeble emperor,"*M.prohahly mentally, again. Another
**eakoeeo" of Claudius might he considered hi* e:notlonality
a# far ae hie *lfe wae concerned. Often T&cltue mention#
Claudius* ignorance of hie o#n matrimonial fortune and
lead# u# tc belleTO it ie hie low mentality which makea hi# 18
eo hllnd. Hie hllndneee tc Meesallna*# profligacy ie 
attrlhuted to hie hchctude and hie hondege to hie wife*^ 
hebetem Glaudium #t urorie devineturn. He ie represented 
a# a lenient, clement individual, thoroughly in love and 
eatiefied with cn# wife, hut quick to wrath aa far ae mb# 
we# coocemed* Ihe emotionality of Claudius when he wa# 
finally convinced of hia wife'a unfailhfulneaa and treachery 
i# conveyed by hie hewdlderlng terror Wiloh prompted hie 
repeated Inquiries aa to whether he was really emperor and 
whether Siliue, hia wife*# paramour, was really a private 
citlmen. The weaknee# of Claudius is feared by hie helpers, 
particularly hia freedman Harcieaue, in convicting Meoaalina, 
"They feel that a# soon aa she appeals to hia omotlono as 
the mother of his eon and daughter, he will weaken, unies#
18, VI,46,2.
18. Tap, An.. XI.13.1.
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they keep her debaucheries in front of him, all the tim.e.
He, at one timo, weakened by wine and full of goou fuod,
was on the point of giving in and, &@ Tacitus said, even
BOwent so far as to say, "poor woman"»*uisGrae.
Then, too, there is the expression of the feeling 
of Tacitus that Claudius was too docile to his wife and 
too impatient of living alone alter she was gone. Despite 
the fact that Tacitus doesn*t fail to mention what he feels 
are the weaknesses of Claudius as a leader and ruler, the 
reader may assume that Taoitus really felt he had genuine 
qualities of leadership and actually admired him. His admir­
ation may have been based upon a pity for his weaknesses, 
but at least he dealt kindly with him.
^ulppe fama, spe, veneratione potius omnes des- 
tinebantur imperio quam quern futurum principem 
foituns in occulto tenebat.
??or the very last man th^t rumour, expectation, and
public esteem were then marking out for sovereignty, was
the man whom Fortune was keeping in reserve ^s future 
21
Emperor." There is the feeling here that Tacitus was enjoy­
ing a little trick he thought "Fortune" was playing on the 
a.mans, especially the relatives of Clauuius.
Hence, it appears that the physical qualifications
^0. Too. , XI.26.4.
21. Tac. An., III.18.7.
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of Claudius did not designate him ae a leader, But hie 
panegyric by *ero *&a one concerning the antiquity of 
Claudine* family, trluapha of hie ancestors, and how 
seriouely he wao token by hinwelf and others, Rio literary 
attalnmcnte and hie reign free of foreign reveroos wore
praised# Not until Rero mentioned him foreelght and wiedom22
did the audle^^a hare difficulty in euppreeeing emilee.
There wae another deformed peraon who otood out ae
a leader uf gladiatorial epeotacleo# He *&e oonoiderad one
of the fouleot of hl3 dietrlct. He warn an alumnue of a
ehoeaoker*e mhop, with » dietorted body and eeurrlloue wit.
?rom the first he waa ooeumed ae a mark for buffoonery; then
idien he taunted the moet decent of men, he become the meet23
influential, wealthy* and harmful of willalne, From thie 
dCGcrlptlcn we know that Yatinlue wae not concidored a fit 
leader* but he had managed through chicanery to elevate 
hlmaelf to a leader in gladiatorial conteeto.
There was alee the only eurviving gmndeon of Augue» 
tue. Agrippa Poetumue, who ehould have been in line for 
the principate in Rome upon the death of hio grandfather, 
had he not been on uncultured youth with nothing but brute 
bodily force to recommend him. Auguetu# had adopted him 
on the eame day ae Tiberiua; then he disinherited Agrippa
"̂ 2, Top# Ê XXII*2«»3, 
23. S *  %V.34.3,
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becauee h# was eeLVags, and finally as he became no more
manageable, he eent him Into eeolueion at 3urrentim« Hi#
was the flret murder In the reign of Tlberiuo, Tiberlu#
blamed Auguetum, but Tacitus blamed Tlberluc and hie mother 
24
hlvla,
MoreoTcr, Juliuc faelignu#, a procurator of Cappa*
docla* was doubly rejected beeauae of deformities and een»26,
temptlble character. Of course, comeliness and p|iysical
strength would lead people to choose certain men as
Icadere just ae the characteristics of the men mentioned
above would tend toward their rejection. There were
leaders in Tacitus idio were definite contrasts to
Claudius, Agrippa, and faellgnus,
Brat Pharssmani fillu# nomine Radamietuo, decora 
proccritate, vi corporis Insignis et patriae 
artes edoctus# claraque inter accolas fama*
"How Pharaemanes had a son called Hadamlstus, a tall
and handsome youth Of great bodily otrangth, well veraed
In the arts of his country, and bearing a high name among
2Ô
his neighbours," He liad "everything,"
segestas was another outstanding leader. He had 
done much fighting against the Germane, and Tacitus remarks 
of him, "There woe Degeo toe hlmwolf, a man of imposing mien,
undismayed in the consciousness that he had been true to
27
Rome,” Thia, despite the fact that Segestes was a German himself.
24, Ta^# AfP* • 1,4*4,% 1*6# 
26. _$ac. XII.40,1,
26# Tp c » SS,* * XII»44«3i.27# I S #  1,67.7.
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Eero, before Clauùiue* Coiith, Is awoken of aa:
, , , . nimo luTcnen nobilen dlgnltatc formae,
rl mentis acs propinquo consulate maiorom ad 
open aocingi; , . . .
n , here waa a noble, handsome, and capable
youth, vith the Consulship before him, clrdlng hlmeelf for
28
a still hljÿier doatiny." Sot only physical manliness 
but mentality to match He was truly a future
leader for the paramour of his mother, Measalina, to fear,
Eero disappointed his people, howoYer, because they did 
not feci that the aeothetic abilities of emperors should be 
so hignly developed as his. Before Eero turned eo persis­
tently to song, he made the statement;
Oonosrtare equl* reglum et antiquia duclbue 
factltatum mOmorabat, idque vatum laudlbus 
oelebro et deorum honorl datum,
"Chariot-racing had been an anolent diversion for
king* and general#; it had been extolled by poets, and prao*
89
tlsed in honour of the Ooda." He sae trying to establish 
a firm foundation for hi* greater indulgence in stage per­
formances which he knew he wae going to promote, The reaction
23 « Tac# An *, XI*23»1, 
2G. Tac. An., XI7,14,8,
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of the Homns to Iero*s behavior Is aptly exprsssed.
Poetremo flexue ge&u et coetum ilium manu vea* 
eratu# eententlaa luAlcum opperlobatur flcto
pavore, Bt plebs quidam urbia, hletrlonum quoque 
geeturn iuvare molita# peraouabat oertl* modi* plaueuque composite, Croderea la©tari, ae for«* 
taeee l&etabantur per incurlam public! flagltii,
"laat of all, oa bended knee, and with a geeture of
deference to the aestmbly, he awaited with assumed dlffl*
denoe the verdict of tlie judgee. The city mob, acouatomed
to cheer the performancea of actore, greeted him with
rounde of measured and modulated applause. You would have
thought that they were delighted; and, ae they cared nothing
30
for the public scandal, perhaps they tTerc,"* Nero, however, 
with many promisas of good qualities for leadership dldn*t 
seam to mature in tAiwÜ '
The,#norgy of leaders l@ often tho subject of a 
remark. For instance, a certain Pctronlua, an author and 
authority on matters of taste In Tiero*# inner circle, had 
displayed vigor as a consul.
» , , , et mo% consul vlgentem se ao parem no*
got!Is ostendit,
", » , , and afterwards a# Consul, he proved himself
31a man of vigour, and one capable of uffalrs.* In his
later life he passed his day in sleep, hie night in social 
duties. Yet, he possessed enough vigour to **dally" himself
30, Tub « .̂ h* * %VI#4#3*4. 
Tuc* XVI.18,3,
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into fame.
Another, CurtiUB ^ufuo, who wa# apparently a o elf*
made man who had puu-leo himeeif up by hi# bootutrapo from
a eon of a gladiator to the position of oonwul, alter he
hod received a vlelon:
, . . , larpltlon# aaicorum, eimul aorl Ingenlo quac^turam at ^o% nobllls Inter candfdatoe 
praeturam principle euffragio adeeqnitur,oum 
hl#oe verbia Tiberiua dedeeue natallum elua 
velaviSLCt: "Curtlu# Hufua videtur mihl e*
## natu#," long» poet haao seneota, at hdveraua 
euperlore* trietl adulatione, adrogana minoribue, 
later pares difficult*, consular# Imperium, 
triumph! Inelgnla ao poetremo Africa# obtlnuit;
", , , , through hia own talents, and by help in 
money from his friends, he gained the %ua##tor*hlp, and after 
thD.t the Praotorshlp, That office he obtained, among 
noble competitors, on the recommendation of the jümperor 
Tiberius, who screened hia low origin by the remark;»* 
*Curtlu# Aufue eeems to me to have jjgeen hia own father. ' 
aervlle, and yet surly, to hie superiore, inaolent to hia 
inferiors, ill-tempered toward* hi* equals, he llveu to 
a groat age, gaining the Consulship, the triumphal ornaments, 
and last of all, the province of Africa.** Thus hi# aorl 
ingenjo. "energetic spirit," prodded him to leadership*
As before Claudius^ so before *ero*a death, surmises 
;fcre begun ao to Ifero's auoceeeor. Ths name moot often 
suggested was Rubelllus Plautus, who was a noble of the
38. Tac, An., XI.81,3-4*
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Julian houa* on hi# mother*# aid#, H# «a# aever# in &p# 
pearano#» had led a olaan* aacludad privât# life, and had 
k#pt a retirement becauae of fear over former attempt# at 
revolution. All had brou^t him fame, 1!hen, too, hi# father 
had been a knight from Tibur. All the##, ooupled vlth an 
omen that happened to Hero near Tibur, influenced the pub­
lic to ohooee flautu# a# a leader, Thi# did not pleaee 
Hero, #0 he exiled him, and later on plotted and effected 
hi# death. An intereeting #ide light grow# out of eituatlon# 
like the above, Taoltue atate# that Plautu# found mapy 
eupportera among thoee men #io have the eager and deceitful 
ambition to be the firat paraeitee of a new and wobbly 
power, !hl# implle# a deep under#tending of human nature.
The average human b$lx% craves recognition, dietine* 
tion, euooeee, power,leadership, wealth, and influence. He 
want# to be on top instead of being the ur^er dog. In every
walk of life there are etrdggle# going on for standing in
36
one*# group, i. e,, for prestige, Taoitus wa# well aware 
of thi# motivation, The instant an individual with a reason* 
able amount of leadership ability wa# proposed for an office, 
by #yoo];hancy and applauee a long list of parasite# quickly 
began to fall into line behind him. An excellent example
33. lad.
36, Young, p. 389.
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of ouch myoophancy ie found In the Roman people after the
murder of Agrippina, wife of Germanloue,
Tamen cunotari in oppidie Campania#, quonam 
mode urbem ingrederetur, an oboequium menatu#, 
an etudia plebl# reperiret anxiue* contra de- 
terrlmu* quisqua, quorum non alia regia feoun- 
dior extltit, iwleum Agrippina# nomen et morte 
eiua aeceneum populi favoram diaaerunt; Iret 
Intrepidu# et veneratlonem aui coram experlretur; 
eimul praegredi expoaeunt# Bt prompt!ora quam 
promieerant inveniunt, obvias tribu#, feeto 
cul tu mena turn, coniugum ao liber orum agmina per 
eemum et aetatern diepoaita, exetruetoe, qua in- 
oederet, epeotaoulorum gradue* quo modo triumph! 
vieuntur* Hlno euperuue ao public! aervltii 
victor Capitolium adlit, gratia exaolvlt, eequ# 
in omne# libidines effudlt, qua# male coercita# 
qualiacamque matria reverentia tardaverat*
*Hero atill kept dallying among the town# of Campania* 
He wa# uneaay about hi# entranoe Into th# city;— Would the 
senate be obser ̂ ioue? would he be welcomed by %ie people? 
Hut hi# advi#er# of the baser sort— and ehat Court ever #o 
abounded in that tribe?— assured him that the people hotted 
the name of Agrippina, and that their love for him had been 
quickened by her death; craving permission to precede him, 
they urged him to go boldly in, and preeent himself for 
public veneration. All turned out even more favourably 
than had been promised. The tribe# poured out to meet him; 
the Senate appeared in festal attire; there were crowds of 
women and children, arranged according to age and #ex; tierc 
of Beat# were erected along hie route, aa for a triumphal 
show* Elated by thi# conquest over the servile city. Hero
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proceeded to the Capitol, presented hia thanks, and then
plunged into all the exoeaaee which his regard for hia
mother, had aa she was, had hitherto in eome sort held in 
36
check."
Taoitue makea it quite apparent that the court was
a mob of reprobate*.-the largest court of reprobate* the
world had ewer eeen. The*# "deteriaaimi" oonvinced aero
that Agrippina wa* hated andae he went, the adulation wa*
far more than he had expected. The phraee of particular
Intereet ie publloi aervltii viGtor--"vlctor over the
national servility," It 1* little phrase* like that with
which Taoltue emphaeieee the dependence of the Roman "mob."
When he mention* the aouaemente to which theae same people
were invited, the meet important feature of their action*
37
1* their laudibu* extollere, "tc extol Iv praleee."
Another peculiarity of the "common run" of people i*
subtly and facetiously portrayed when Pi*o and Antonia were
plotting the murder of Beroi
8ed mirum quam inter dlveral generis ordlnl*, 
aetati* sexue, ditim pauperee t&citurnltate omnia 
cohlbita elnt , . , .
"How perfectly the secret wa* kept among person* of
different birth, rank, age and sex, rich and poor alike, wa*
38
a marvel; . . . Bew# 1* quick to be noised abroad when
36. Tac. , XIV.15.1.3.37. Tac. , XIV.4i'4.
38. Tac. XV.54.1.
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a«n share a ewcret, and it #as a surprise to Tacitus that 
the Homan people were able to keep the planned murder a 
secret*
At the time when Agrippina was returning home after
the death of Germanlcus, Taoitus presents a viviu picture
of the reaction of the crowd to her arrival.
Interim, aoventu eius audits, Intlmus qulsque 
amloorum et plerlque mllltares, ut qulque sub 
oermanico stipendia feoerant, multique etiam 
l#notl viciais e mmlcipiis, pars offlclum in principem rati, plures illoe seouti, ruere ad 
oppidum Brundlslum, quod navlg&nti oelerrimum 
fidiSGlmumque adpulsu erat.
’•During this interval, at the news of her approach,
there was a rush of her intimate friends to Brundislu®,
which was the nearest and safest port at which to land,
Amongr the number were many offioers who had served in
various positions under Germanlcus; many even who had
never known him flocked in from the neighbouring tomie,
s<we as a matter of duty to the Emperor, some merely doing
39aa others did**
The mourning, for the most part, however, wae sincere, 
Tacitus recognise* the sincerity of the idem omnium gemitu#-* 
»on# cry of grief from the entire multitude,"
Contrasted with the grief over the death of German* 
icus wae the clamor demanding the death of Otho, In this
39. Tac. M*. 111.1 ,2 .
40. %ac. . III.1.5.
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tlx€ flekleaeeo of a mob Is clearly portrayed, on this
same day» Taoitus leads us to believe this mob, in whooe
demands there was neitïier sense nor honesty, would have
clamored for the opposite with equal vigor. Many a time
a leader has lost his power with startling suddenness. He
no longer represents his people, and they cast him aside.
The usual formula in speaking of this 1* a reference to
the fickleness of the mob. But, since personality is the
subjective aspect of culture and since every leader is the
expression of the life and thought of his people, he is
ever dependent on the sAsses and cannot hope to be followed41
when he présenta that which they do not desire, Ae 
usual, flattery of the emperor, #w)ever he might be, was 
the motto» with freedom of shouts and senseless seal.
At another time the procurator of Corsica was trying 
to organise the Corsicans under Vitellius to fight the 
despised Otho, Tacitus remarks that the people would have 
been an assistance of no value anyway, ahen the procurator 
met some opposition, he ordered the opponents killed. The 
immediate reaction was terror to the witnesses and along 
with them:
, . , , eimul ignara et alien! raetus socia ita«* 
peritorum turba in verba vittllii iuravore,
" 41, Paris, The Hature of Human Mature. Hew York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc,, 1937» p, 32,
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the ignorant populace, ever rewiy to
42
ehare the of others swore allegiance to Vitellius,"
Therefore, the people were frightened into following the
leaaer, hut the implioation is that the reason was the
fact that they were Igimrl.
The Tarioue characterisations in this eaac story are
interesting* üom# accepted Vitelline becanne long peace
had broken their spirit, and they were ready for every kind
of servitude, an easy prey to the first comero and careless
43
as to who were the better leaders to follow*
In other Inltances, thé mob is called the stolidun
vulguB# "the stupid rabble? vulgus oredulum, "credulous 
45commoners," vulgus tamen vacuum curls et sine falsi veri#
que discrimine, solitas adulatlones edootum clamor# et
voolbus adstrepebat, "the o&reless and unable to dletin#
— ------------  46
guisli between truth and lies rabble," studils vulgus,
47     '
"snthusl&etio,"
Probably more than any other adverse characteristic, 
the fioklenees of the mob#*their fawning spirits so readily 
changed to base cowardice*#w&e stressed in the Annals and
42* aiet*.
46, Tac* m'ht., 11*90*
47. Tao. m ^ * . IV.49.
the Hietorlea.
A» far ae moh psychology io concerned, it is the 
leadership Involved that ie Important, The people are 
hr ought together by a comon interest preparing them for 
a certain type of action. The harangue of the leader, 
or similar stitmlue common to all, increases this prepara­
tion to the point of breaking forth, #ien action and emo­
tion are under say, the sights and sounds of others* reac­
tions facilitate and increase further the responses of 
each individual, ?ear is one of the chief motivating forces 
in the mob. fear developes aggression. The mob members do 
not demand a victim smrely in order to shed blood, but to 
restore their thvarted responses to their normal opera­
tion, The individual in the crowd behaves just as he 
would behave alone, only more so. Mob members are sugges­
tible in the hands of the leader; but the suggestion must 
always be in the direction of some compelling response 
of the individuals. The common notion of the fickleness of 
mobs must be better understood. In the mob the individual
assumes an attitude of the most complete submission and48
conformity, but easily shifting.
Tacitus seems to have been aware of these concepts 
of mob psychology, and although he does seem to stress the 
fickleness of the Roman mob, he brings out the fact that
48, Young, jQül. cit.. pp. 298-319,
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at time# if the stimulus were sufficient and worthy, the
Roman mob warn sincere. Of course, the sincerity depended
upon whether the leacer involved in their stimulus was a
respected individual* cermanlous was always sufficient
stimulus to arouse sincere responses*
Hoe vulgl seracnes audita more adoo incendlt 
ut ante edictum magistratuum, ante eenatus con» 
sultum sumpto iuetitlo deeererentur fora, 
olauderentur domus. Passim eilentia et gemltus, 
nihil compoeltum in oetentatlonsm; et* quamquam 
nequ# Inelgnibus lugentium ahstinerent, altius 
animis maerebant* Porte negotlatoroo vivent# 
adhuc Germanlco 8urla egressl laetiora do vale* 
tudin# elus attulare* ütatlm crédita, statim 
vulgata sunt; ut qulsque obvlus, quamvie levlter 
audita in alios atque 1111 in plures cumulate 
gaudio transferunt* Cursant per urbem molluntur tomplorum forie; luvat credulltatem no* et promp* 
tier inter tenebràs adfirmatlo, Hoc obatitlt 
falsi# Tiberius donee tempore &o spatlp vanescerent* 
et populus quasi rursum ereptum aorius dolult,
49
"Amid talk like this, cams news of the death; dhioh 
so moved the populace that before the magistrates could 
issue an edict* or the senate a decree, all business was 
suspended, the Courts wtre deserted, and private houses 
closed. Everywhere silence, broken only by lamentations; 
there was no parade of grief, no show; and although men 
did not fail to exhibit all the outward mAfks of mourning, 
the sorrow in their hearts was deeper still,
* It chanced that eome travers who had left Syria when
49, $ac. An*. 11.82.1*2, 1. s., news of Germanicus* 
illness, plots against hi# by Piso, meetings of Plancina 
with Livia, the faithfulness of Germanicus to the Roman 
people.
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GormanicuB etlll alive brought better ne*e of hie con*
uitlon. This #k8 at unco beileved, and epre&d abroad;
catching up the good tidings on the elendereot heareay,
new passed them on to every one th*y met, and theee again
to many more, in an o;;2travo^anoe of joy* They ran through
the city and burwt open the doore of temples: night
footered men*e credulity, and darkneps gave fresh confideno#
to assertion, Tiberius did nothing to contradict the falae
report, leaving it to die a#ay through time. And then the
people grieved all the more, as though Germ&nicue had been
60taken from them a second time." There was no floklenee* 
in the sorrow felt here becauoe of the death of Gcrmanieue. 
This ie the usual suggestible mob, however**probctbly the 
more euggcetlble because the news brought to them by the 
traders was idiat they wanted to hear* Young states that 
hearing a remark from two or three distinct sources, or 
hearing it with the added suggestion that "*They are saying 
it**# generally produces in the listener an Impression that 
the statenmnt ie being universally accepted and widely 
discuss#*#
Though heard only as a rumor, it is believed and
passed on to another as. ̂  fact* It is not,however, coanun* 
ioated mfith accuracy, Faulty assimilation, as in conversa tlon
50. Tap. , 11.82.4*8.
51. Young, cit.. p. 396.
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through the habite of the transmitter» personal repressions
given escape through magnifying unconventional details,
and effort to create a sensation**-these are some of the
factors which account for the distortion of rumor during 52
its spread, IKhen emotions are at a high pitch, the
tendency is to hear what one wants to hear and to pass it 
on in its modified fashion* Hence, the suggestibility of 
this Roman mob founded upon sincere grief and mourning for 
Germanicus,
leadership was an Important phase of living in first 
century Rome. It is closely allied to individual difference* 
since the traits that make a man stand out from the "common 
run" are often what make him a leader, Tacitus was aware 
of the preSÈnoeiofllhadefahfp qualities in some and the 
absence of these same qualities in others who, despite their 
incapabilities, became leaders. He gave credit to the Roman 
public, when credft was due, for their choice of good leader* 
like Germanicus, but he also recognized their fickleness and 
suggestibility to varying stimuli. @e know that leader* 
are important to any nation, and we might conclude that the 
manner of choice of leaders and the resulting leader had 
much to do with the princes Tacitus found so unsatisfactory.
52. Young, OP* cit* * p. 395,
cmipiBA VI
IN TACITUS
It i# commonly thought that men are more aggreaeiv# 
than woman and that this la a constitutional difference 
between the two eexea. Beat opinion* however, today hold* 
that there 1# no constitutional difference between the two 
oexcB io this regard, and that apparent dlfferenoee are 
due to cultural influenoeo. The younger the child the more 
eimllar boye are to girl* in thie matter of aggreeelveneea. 
However* at a very early age parent* begin to train girl* 
to different etandarde from boye. Girl* are expected to 
be le*8 boieteroue than boy*, and little girl* are not 
expected to fight or u*e phyelcal violence, Although theee 
more direct method# of ehowing agKIT«eeivene** are denied 
girl# through their training, they learn eubtle aubeti* 
tutee and acquire method* of gaining their end* and over# 
coming rival# by pereuaeion and employment of their charm#* 
Aggreoeive Impuleee io girl* are early subject to both exter* 
nal and internal repreeeion and inhibition* It i# thi#
inhibition of aggreeelon which give* woman her characteristic1
femininity. Terman and Mile# have made an intensive etudy 
of maecuilnity-feminlnlty in which they recognize also the 
the poeeibility of blochemietry a# a baei# for temperamental
1. Symonde, Peroival, The IWiamice of Human Adjust­
ment, He# York: D, Appleton-Century Company, 1934, p. yS,
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ae% difference#, Tbclr conoluelon 1#:
"At present no on# know# whether the *#? Aevl&nt 
1* primarily a problem for the neurologist, 
biochemist, and endocrinologist er for the 
parent and educator. The final answer cannot 
be obtained until both endocrinology and psycho­
metric# hare advanced beyond their present mtage, 
. , , , It Ohould be emphaslaed, however, that
failure to find the eought-for correlate# can
never be taken a# conclusive proof that they do not exist,*8
It is evident, therefore* that the "nature-nurture* 
problem would occupy a central position in any theory of 
sex temperament were there more fact# to back up the "hunch" 
that now exists,
^There is, however, deeply ingrained in woman the idea 
of inferiority resultant from childhood experiences in which 
boy# seem to hold the preferred position in a family, Many
time# the role of the mothei in the family convinces the
girl that hers, too, is an insignificant role. A# a result 
of her feeling that success, importance, greatness and power 
fall to man alone, and that her place is in the background, 
she develop# a deep rooted oensa of inferiority, and the 
"masculine protest" arise# in her, Thi# mean# that she 
revolt# against her position, and from this revolt arise 
feminine aggressive tendencie#.
Before a discussion of the different women who seem 
to have had a profound influence upon the Empire, there are
2, Terman and Miles, Sex ÈM. Zhrm,onallt%. Few York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, InoTTTLvoo, p. 460,
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some modern theories of personality which tend to indicate 
that there are some sex differences in personality. It 
is rightly said that women are more personally emotional in 
their interests than men. Here, in fact, as far as modern 
studies are concerned, lie the only known slgnlficeint peyoho* 
logical differences of sex. These differences are more 
probably due to early influences and the pressure of a man- 
made double standard of morale than to innate factors, from 
the start the girl is denied opportunities for development 
which are held open to the boy. Human feeling ratner than 
natural law becomes her guiding principle of life. The
fruit* of inhibition, conflict, and overshielding are seen
3
in the mature woman,
When sex differences are subjected to aotual measure­
ment, they are discovered to be far fewer than is commonly 
believed. Terman and Miles, however, still maintain that 
the sexes differ fundamentally in their instinctive and 
emotional equipment and in their sentiments, interests, 
attitudes, and modes of behavior. In modern Occidental 
cultures, the typical woman is believed to differ from the 
typical man in the richness and variety of her emotional 
life and the extent to which she allows her emotions to 
affect her everyday life. She is believed to experience
3. Terman and Miles, 0£. cit., p. v.
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more tender emotion® like syap&tiiy, pity# and parental love; 
to be more prone to cherisiiing and protective behavior of 
all kind®» Compared with man ahe Is more timid and more 
readily overcome by fear, 8h# 1* more religion#* but at 
the same time more given to Jealousy* eneplclon, and injured 
feeling*, Uexually she 1* naturally leee promieououa, le 
coy rather than aggressive, submleslveneee, docility, and 
Inferior steadfastness of purpose reflect her neaker conative 
tendencies, ger sentlswnte are more complex than man'# 
and dispose her personality to refinement* gentility, and 
préoccupation slth the artistic and cultural, fheee* In 
general, are the dlfferenoee with which Terman and Miles 
worked. Although praotioally every attribute alleged to 
be characteristic of either sex could and has been questioned, 
the sAole picture# yielded by majority opinion stand out 
with clearness*
The women In Tacitus' writing# were prompted by 
strong prestige drives,because they themeelve# were unable 
as women to rule, to acquire  ̂ the power for their sons.
The mother, for Instance, may project onto the child her
own longings, ambitions, fears, and attribute these same
S
feelInge and qualltlce to the child. Prestige motivation I
1® an impelling force in the desire of a mother for her child.
4 • lb id., , p * 2,
5, Symonds, op. cit.. p. 301,
6, Young, 0£* cit., p. 390.
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After the projection of her amhitlone, feare, or longing# 
upon her child, ehe then identifies herself with her child 
and feels that #he ie actually performing the duties a* 
her child attains some of the goal# delineated by the mother 
in the first place. The mother directly attempte to live 
out her wishes in the life of her cLild— ohe hopes to achieve
eome of her ufifulfilled ambitions by eeeing them fulfilled?
by her child* In Taoitu#, the mother Im quite often found
Identifying herself with her eon,
btvia, the mother of Tiberius and wife of Augustus,
wu# eo determined to have Tiberius rule the Roman Rmplre
that she set no limit on shat ohe would do--even, according
to Tacitus, going so far as to having men "removed**, port*
ioul&rly the eon# of Augustus,
Ut Agrippa vita concessit, Luolum Caesarem euntem 
ad Slspanlensls exercliais, remeantmsArmenia et vulnere invaliduh mors fate propers 
vel moveroa# livlae dolus abstulit, brueoque 
prldem exstlnoto Bcro (Tiberius) solus e% prlvlg* nls erat, illuc ounota vergere; flllus, oollega 
imperil, censors trlbuniclae potestatls adsum* 
itur, emnleque per exercitus ostentatur, non 
obscuris, ut antea, mairie artlbus, sed palam 
hcrtatu, Bus senem Augustum devinxsrat adeo 
uti nepotern unicum, Agrlppam postumum, in Insu- 
lam Planaslam proleoerit, rudem sane bonarum 
artium et robore corporis stolid# ferocem, 
nulllus tamen flag!til oompertum.
"But first Agrippa died; then the two Caesars were
out off""*shether by an untimely f&te, or through the machinations
7* üymonds, op, > p* 318,
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of their step-mother LlTla— the younger of them on his way 
to join the Spanish army, the elder when returning wounded 
from Armenia, Tiberius was now the sole surviving step­
son of Augustus; for his brother JDruaus had perished long 
before. On hla therefore all hopes were centred* He wEue 
adopted as a eon, made oolleagu# In the *Imperlum,* ad- 
mitted to share the Trlbunitisn Power, and exhibited to all 
the armies; his mother no longer intriguing for him in 
eeoret, but affording him open enoouragement*
"?or llwla had acquired stuA an asoendancy over 
Augustus In hie old age, that he east out on the Island of 
rianaeia his only surviving grandson, Agrippa Postumus* 
an uncultured youth, no doubt, with nothing but brute bodily
strength to reoommend him, but one who had never been found8
guilty of any open misdemeanour." She did not reet easy 
until ehe had overthrown every Impediment to her attaining 
her prestige through her eon. The projection of her own 
ambitions and the subsequent Identification with her son 
Is much of the remainder of livla*s story,
throughout hi# book# Tacitus uses a stock clause In 
mentioning some of the women, quidam scelus uxorls suspecta- 
bant, "some suspected foul play on the p-̂ rt of the .wife," 
♦iien Augustus Is suffering from some malady, that is the
8# ^^e,# * 1,3.3—4,
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remark concerning Livia, the motivation behind theprea-
tige drive of Livla, or arive for self assertion, was the
strong element in her character, Livia is the force behind
all the moves of her son, Tiberius, in hie early career,
, * , . vixdum ingreesus Illyricum Tiberius 
properls matrie litteris accitur,
"Tiberius had scarcely reached Illyricim udien he
9
was recalled in haste by a message from hie mother."
She was responsible in this instance for getting her son
back to Rome toute de suite. Livia had gone a* far as to
surround the house and street with pickets, and the same
reoort announced that Augue tus had expired and Tiberius10
was ruler of the Empire. As ruler of the Empire,, Tiberius 
was soon recognized by the Romans to be under the control 
of livia.
, gravis in rem publicam mater gravis 
dfssui Caesarum noveroa#s $ *
, a very scourge to the Cosm&onwealth as a
mother, no less a scourge to the houo# of the Caesars as11
a step-mother,"
At another time during the rule of Tiberius, a 
certain /iso who was obtaining a summons against a friend 
of the court, Urgulanla, was appeased only after Livia
9 * 4r̂ * • 1,6,6.10. J[a&. Ibid.11,  »  i r  , 10*  4,
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Libia’s influence over Tiberius toward people accused 
by Tiberius himself is clearly demonstrated in her power to 
keep Planoina, who was Instrumental in, and Tacitus feels 
largely responsible for, Germanicus* death, from destruction# 
It was Livia, who by secretls preclbus. "secret entreaty," 
aided her in gradually disassociating herself from her
13
husband whose fortune ehe had sworn to shar$, good or bad.
llTla*s dominance over her wbA was so strong that
Tacitus thought he was driven even to retire from the city.
Of course, one may conclude that Tiberius may have been
looking for an excuse for seclusion, but according to the
historian there was some basis for the belief that Livia
was partially responsible.
Tradltur etiam matrls Impotentla eitrusum, 
qua* domlnatlonls soclam aspernab&tur neque de# 
pellere poterat, cum domlnatlonem Ipsam donum 
elus anoeplaset.
"Some said that he had been driven away by hie mother**
Imperious temper : he could neither shake her off, nor
endure to shate his power with her, though that power had
14
come to him a* her gift," Tacitus goes on to state that
Livia made good use of her "gift" by forever casting It
i: 15
In his t#%th, and "demanding of him repayment."
12. Taf. , 11,34.
14,15. %ao. , Ibid. , 5
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Another outstanding Roman woman was the older Agrippina,
the wife of Germanicus, who was definitely a favorite of
Tacitus, Although she was fierce-tempered, domineering,
prestige conscious and haughty, Tacitus respects her because
of her power over the soldiers, her loyalty to her husband,
16
and her fertility. He respects her stamina when she returns
17
to Rome with her children after Germanicus is killed.
She is displaying none of the tearful emotionality
which Thoitus usually implies as characteristic of women
like Marcia, who had mourned and lamented loudly at her
husband** funeral because she felt resoonsible for his 18
death. He dwells on the chastity and fecundity of
Agrippina, praising her chastity because she maintained it
so rigidly, contrary to the laws of human nature and her own
19
strong sex drive, after the death of her husband.
TaoltuB recognises Agrippina** ability"to draw people 
to her and lead themPln his discussion concerning the rise of
factions in her behalf end the necessity of keeping men from20joining her party. The love drive, both sex and maternal, in
Agrippina was strong, and Tacitus senses that only when her 
children are threatened, ie her animosity and anger deeply
16. lac. An., I.69152.3.
17. EE. Am., 11.75.15. TAP, M '  ' 1.5.4.19. Tac, An*. IV.12,4,
20. Tac. , 17.17.4.
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aroused. Here again, when ehe become* frustrated in her 
attempts at preserving her family, she reverts to the more 
primitive need»»the most important one in the hierarchy of 
needs.
At Agrippina pervloax Iras #t morbo oorpori* 
implieata, oum vlseret earn Caesar# profusis dlu 
ao per sllentlum l&orimis, mma invidiam et pre­
ss* orditur; subveniret solitudini, daret mari» 
turn* habilem adhuo iuv#M%*m eibi, neque aliud 
probi* *% #atrimonio molaolum; **** in
oivitate, OMiWaniqi eoniugam ao libero* sin* 
reoipsr* dlgnarentur, G#d Caesar non ign&m*, 
quantum #a r* peterstur, n* t*m#n off#n*ioni* 
aut metu* manifest** foret, *in# reeponso quam- 
qua* instants* reliqult. Id sgo, a #oriptor» 
ibu* annalium non traditum, repperi in oommsntar* 
ii* Agrippinas filias, qua# Bsroni* prinolpi* 
mater vltam sun* *t oasu* suorum poeteri* msmor- 
avit*
"But Agrippina abated nothing of her resentment,
#hen Tiberius same to see her, on the oooaeion of eome 
illness, she received him with an outburst of tears, and 
for some time said nothing; then beginning in a toqe of 
mixed entreaty and reproach, ehe implored him to take pity 
on her lonely state, and find a husband for her, ahe was 
still young and active, and an honest woman could find no 
comfort save in marriage. There were plenty of men in Rom# 
who would deem it an honour to take to their homes the wife 
and (dilldren of Oeramaicus, Tiberius saw all the signifi­
cance of such a demand; but not wishing to evince either re-
21. Tac. IV.52,5.
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*#ntment or apprehenelon, ho loft hor without an ans or,
in apito of hor Importunity, This anoodoto, which io not
related by the historians, I have found in the memoir#
of Agrippina the younger, the mother of gero, who left
behind hor a record of her own life and of the fortune#
of her family,"
Taoitu# respected Agrippina, but she, like other#
of hi# women characters, submitted to her ##% drive for
geourity when ehe realieed her dominance and prestige
had subsided with her husband*# death. Then would thee#
women resort to aggressive sex tendencies to try to overcome
their insecurity, Aggreb^ibn occurs when an individual is
dethroned from a dominant role with it# aocompanying fru#*
23
tration, insecurity# and feelings of inferiority.
It may be that Agrippina was feigning her iilnea# junt
rto try to get some attention from Tiberius and to try to get 
him to take some action concerning her living alone. Then, 
too, it is of Interest to note that Taoitu# quote# hi# 
authori^ for thi# anecdote. The incident strike# him a# 
probable and natural; but a# it is not recorded by the annal, 
lets he usually follows, he quotes his authority, in order 
that we may take the story for what it is worth.
22, M "  IV.55#23. QyMonde, oit.. p, 95.
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Another woman, not unlike Livia in prestige drive for 
her Bon and indirectly for herself through identification 
with her eon, was the younger Agrippina, daughter of German* 
loue and the older Agrippina. Tacitus is definitely anti* 
Agrippina in his sentiments, hut there is eome basis 
psychologically for his characterisation of her.
The first mention made of the younger Agrippina was 
that Tiberius conferred upon Gnaeus Domitiue the hand of hie 
grandchild, Agrippina, Then Tacitus treats her kindly by 
stating that growing pity was felt for her because of her 
persecution by the wife of Claudius, MSseallna. Messalina 
was motivated by a powerful love drive and had become enamour, 
ed with a Gaius Sllius almost to the point of insanity, 
Psychologists recognize this sexual maladjustment and this 
particular difference between the sexes. Man loves ar* 
dently but for a short time only, and then is off about 
other buslnese. In the life of woman love la the perpet* 
ual theme. This difference, or rather the failure to 
adjust to it, is one of the chief causee of unhappiness 
in married life.
Messalina was persecuting Agrippina because of 
certain attractions ehe thought Agrippina had for Claudius, 
and yet she herself was involved in a potent illicit love
24. Tac. IV.76,1.25. AÎTport, 0£. cit. . p. 347,
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affair. Perhaps her very Involvement made her the more 
suspiGiouB of Giaudius and Agrippina.
After Messalina*8 execution because of her "affair," 
there waa the matter of a choice of wife for Claudius, The 
bases of judgment in choice were nobility, charm, and wealth,
ii.gripp3.na had more points in her favor since her son Mero was 
the grandson of Germanicus, always a name that lent prestige, 
because she was a princess of proved fecundity, and because 
she was still young and of noble birth. She displayed her 
charms so ably to her uncle Claudius that he was soon oapti# 
vated. Mo sooner did she feel sure of her footing, although 
the Romans really did not morally approve Incest, than she 
began to plan a marriage between her son Mero and Claudius* 
daughter, Ootavla. From this time on Tacitus began to become 
anti*Agripplna because the orin* of killing Ootavla's betroth- 
ed, hucius Silanus, graat*grai;daon of Augustus, was going to 
be necessary for the completion of her plans.
The deciding factor in the overlooking of the incest­
uous relationship that would exist between Claudius and
yigrlppina was Vitellius* convincing the people that Agrip- 
plna, distinguished by birth, by motherhood, by purity of 
character, by fruitfulness, by moral excellences, and above
TaC« An* , XI.12,1—2, 
27. iko. An,. XII.1»3.
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all by a propoaed union with a prince with experience of
no marriage bed hut hie own, was the "people** choice#"
The queotion of incest was oettled by the decision that28
it wae normal in other countries; (he doe*a*t mention
Wilch ones ) usage accommodated Itself to utility.
Versa ex eo ciwitas et cuneta femlnae oboedie- 
bant* .uloucturn et quasi virile servitium: palam
severitas ac saepius superbla; nihil domi impu* 
dioum, nisi doainatloni expediet.
"And now a change o&me over public affairs. All was
dominated by a woman who hela the reins with a firm and
masterful hand. Her manner in public was severe, and often
arrogant; her orlvate life correct, save where she saw that
power was to be gained#" The motivation of Agrippina
had been her prestige drive, and having once attained
her goal, her rule became almost a virile tyranny, with
nothing overldoked that mi^t attribute to power**not even
unohastity#
?rom this point Agrippina becomes intense in her 
hutrcdo und jealousies, punishing her ex-rivals# She 
arranges for the planting of colonies, and she finally 
act herself up as the e^ual of Claudius in judging at 
tribunals, sitting on one tribunal conspicuously, not far 
from Claudius, Released prisoners adoressed her with the
28# TaC# Ah.. All#6#S. 
29. Tac. , All.7.5.7.
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eau* term# pralae an# gratitude with which they adureeeed
the ûmperof. In her arlvo for oelf-aeuertlon, ehe wae ee*
tabllehln^ precedent8-*thl8 particular one that of & woman
30
alttlng in state before Roman etandards,
Ipma eemet parti a malorlbu* suie Imperii eociam 
rerebat,
"Agrippina d cmed herself partner in an empire won 
31
by her own anoectors,"
At thi* particular time in the life of Agrippina
the ec% drive has been subdued by her identification
with her husband Claudiue ae ruler. After ehe attained
outward equality with Claudiue, ehe began to spend her time
in Intrigue and plot; ehe tread slowly at firet because she
lacked courage, ihe lack of courage^was o%w of the weaknesses
%kOitue usually attributed to women, She finally, however,
worked through Claudius to have a man she would be servile
to her appointed to be in charge of the praetorian cohorts,
the Emperor*s picked bodyguard#
8uum quoqus fastigium Agrippina extollere altius; 
carpento Gapltolium ingredi, qui honoe saoerdoti- 
bus St saoris antiquitus oonoessus venerationem 
augebant femlnae, qusm Imperatore genitam, sorer* 
@m elus, qui r e n m  potltus sit, et ooniugem et 
matrem fuisse, unicum ad hunc diem exemplum set.
"Agrippina exalted her own position also. She would
30, Tacitus forgets that he had already commented
bitterly on Planclna for being present at the exercises and 
manoeuvres of the troops, 11,55.5»
31, Tac. , XII.37.0,
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drive up to the Capitol in a ciiariot--an honour which in
olden days had been reserved for priests and holy things,
and which attached a kind of sacredness to one who as daugh-
ter of am Imperator, and sister, wife, and mother of reign-
32lag Emperors, held a position unexampled to this day."
Her prestige was reaching limitless bounds. Hot 
long thereafter, at the display of a particular project
of public works, ohe and Claudius presided, he in a gorgeous
military cloak, she, not far away, in a Greek mantle of 33
gold cloth. Tacitus emphasizes these facts about the
younger Agrippina to substantiate the assertion that she was
completely mastered by her drive for prestige. As she began
to feel more sure of herself, she began to submit to the
fundamental sex drive of woman, and soon Tacitus attributes
to her many plots, infidelity, and finally the intended34
murder of Claudius.
After the death of Claudiue, she identifies herself
with her eon and would have gone eo far am to ascend the
imperial seat to take her place beside him, but Seneca, Hero*s
friend and teacher, saved the day hy motioning to Hero to meet35
hie mother under the cover of filial respect. The Roman people
and Senate were now beginning to feel insecure because they
32. Tac. An., XII.42.3. See family tree in appendix,
33. Tac. An., XII.56.
34. Tac. An.. XII.66.4-6; 66.1-3.
35. Tac. An., XIII.5.3,
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h&d no hope* in the youth, aero, swayed by a woman. Finally,
there is the picture of a mother, who,after all her drive 
for power is ployed out, finds herself Insecure because of 
loss of control of her son. She 1® prepared to take flight 
to the ends of the earth, (escape mechanism), to get away 
from her son and his power, a son who has set a pattern that 
she fears for herself by murdering his step-brother. She 
fears that after he has killed Britannicus, and after he
realises how powerful he really is, he will not have any36
qualme about killing her*
"Khus, ^^ipplna, a paychologioal study in her drive
for prestige with the normal se% drive of women subdued
until her prestige is slipping, finally, la Insecurity,
resorts to the se% drive as her last hope, and when that
falls, all that Is left Is.after on# attempt to murder her3?
fails, utter frustration and submission to murder*
There are certain characteristics which Tacitus 
attributes to women w  differences which modem psychology 
frowns upon. Mental and physical sex differences are 
easily measured and distinguishable, but emotional differ­
ences and differences in enthusiasm are harder to evaluate.
It is generally agreed that most sex differences are ac­
quired by the Individual during his lifetime and are not
36. Tac, An., XIV.4-8.37. XIV.8.6.
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handed down through the germ plasm» However» Tacitus 
thought there were some differences, and he repeatedly in
39
trite phrases mentions mullehris fraua, «female treachery,"
the imbed H e m , "weak," sexue Impar laborlbus. "Ic.ck of
endurance," maeva. "hard," ambitiosa, "ambitiousor
40
"intriguing," potestatis avida, "greedy of power."
Although Tacitus doesn’t express these traits in a dis* 
cusBion, he has a Roman senator state them, and as stated 
earlier in this paper, most of the speeches were those of 
Tacitus, who in reality was an orator hinwelf and enjoyed 
dramatizing any situation he possibly could. He also 
mentions in another discussion that there were certain 
limits defined by custom and society to the actions of women 
which restrained a woman. Hence, he deals harshly with 
Planoina, the wife of the Plso who was accused of murdering 
Germanicus.
Hec planoina se intra decora feminls tenebat,
"Hor did Planoina confine herself to matter# that 
41
befitted her sez."
Tacitus seemed to think that there were differences 
between nations In their treatment of women. Most psyohol-
ogiats report that race differences arc assumed during the-fV' ' 42
lifetime of the individuals of that race. Amongst the
58, Murphy, G., General Psychology, New York: 
Harper Brothers Publishers', 1953","" p. 4'fy.
39. Tac. An.. XI,3.2,
40. I&c, , III,33,10f4.
41. T&c* An.. 11,55,5.42. Murphy, oĵ . cit.. p. 253,
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Germans women played an important part in the fighting of 
their soldiers.
Memoriae proditur quasdam acies inclinatsis lam 
*t labantes a femlnle reotituta# constant!* pre* 
pnm 6t ohiectu pectorum et monatrata comminns cap- 
tlvlt&te, quam long# impatleatlns feminarum 
muafu* nomine tlment, adeo ut efficaoius dbllgentur 
an1ml civitatum, quihue inter obmldes puellae 
QUOque mobiles iaperantur, Ineese quin etiam 
sanctum aliquii et profidum putant, nec aut 
consilla earum aspdrnantur aut responsa neglegunt. 
Vidimue sub dlvo Vespaslano Veledam dlu apud 
plerosque numlnle loco habltam; sed et ollm 
Albrunam et co%plurl# alias veneratl sunt, non 
adulatlone neo tamquam facerent deas.
"Tradition saye that armies already wavering and
giving way have be_n rallied by women who, with earnest
entreaties and bosoms laid bare, have vividly represented
the horrors of captivity, which the Germans fear with such
extreme dread on behalf of their women, that the strongest
tie by which a state can be bound Is the being required to
give, among the number of hostages, maidens of noble birth.
They even believe that the sex has a certain eanotlty and
prescience, and they do not despise their counsels, or make
light of their answers. In Vespasian** days we saw Veleda,
long regarded mary as a divinity. In iorAer times; too,
they vdneratsd Albruna, and many other women, but not with
43
servile flatteries, or with sham deification.“
Theee women were treated almost reverently by the 
German men, and their mentality was recognised as well as
43. Tac, Qer.. Tran, by Church and Brodrlbb, 8.
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a supposed ability to foretell,
Tacitus also mentions that it is the peculiarity of 
women luge re hones turn est* vlrls raemlnisse. “It ie thought
44becoming for women to bewail, for men to remember, the dead."
Psychologists tend to agree with what Tacitus ie suggesting
here; namely, women are superficially emotional. He went
further to say, however, that they forget quickly, too.
One German tribe is mentioned that was bold enough
to have a woman as a ruler,
, , , . in tantum non modo a libertate sed etiam 
a servltute dégénérant,
"So low have they fallen, not merely from freedom,46
but even from slavery itself," He dldn*t think it was the
privilege of a woman to rule, but again, he is basing hie
judgment on Roman criteria.
About the British' he states:
Hi* atque talfbus in vioem inetlncti, Boudlcea 
gSnerie regii femlna duos (neque enlm sexum in 
imperil* discernunt) sumpsere unlveral helium;
"Rousing each other by this and like language, under
the leadership of Boudioea, a woman of kingly descent (for
they admit no distinction of sez in their royal successions),
46
they all rose in arms," Tacitus believed in sex differ- 
enoes and accepted them w i t h o u t  - questioning what he had
44, Tac, Ger,, 27* Ibid*
45, Tac. Ger,. 45. Ibid,
46, Tac, Agr,, 16, Ibid.
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heard and read*
Sex differences are not an established psychological 
theory. Tacitus knew that women like the agrippinae and 
Liviu. reacted in certain ways to their environnent. He tried 
to make generalisations in respect to them that would hold 
true for all womankind. He perceived that their emotion* 
kept them from being as brave and courageous as men. He
thought eome of them were the backbones, so to speak, of the
rulers, at dlfzerent.times aiding or impeding Imperial 
government, depending upon whether he thought she was a 
morally Important or unimportant woman. What any reader
of Tacitus must keep In mind, whether he is making an inquiry
Into the problem of motivation, aggression, Individual 
differences, or sex differences, Is that the wtpdy will 
be based upon the writings of a man{whe expressed opinions 
colored by the social and political conditions in which he 
llved--conditlon8 which he considered were inferior to the 
"good old" days of the Republic,
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